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ORiGiNAL F'!_. l'_

OF POOR-QUALITY

AF_J_DYNAMICS OF AIRCRAF_ 37 /4

A. GENERAL _ SPECIFICATION OF DEMANDS

Aircraft 37, the "Viggen", is constructed as a standard aircraft,

i.e., a basic aircraft which following relatively few alterations of its

design can be built as different versicns for use during

o attack,

o surveillance,

o pursuit, and

o training.

It was essential for the construction that the aircraft should be

able to take off from and land on short run ways (ca. 500 m long) under

field conditions. Because of this, the aeronautic envelop of this air-

craft (speed, altitude and range of load factors; Fig. l) is more com-

prehensive than that of any other Swedish Combat aircraft. A review of

the demands on the performance characteristics is illustrated in the

following figure.

5 H6g fart I_ h6jd

• M~2 )I 4 God acceleration(
H6jd - "

tillh6g fart _ _

2
Korff_ltsegenskaper
( start och landning )

500 m
bnlinFI

3
God rnan6ver-

6
H6g fart pA I_gsta h6jd

• ( M>1,1 )

Grins f6r maximalt 7

dynamiskt tryck

I0 Machtal (fart)

Fig. A. Key: see p. 2.
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Key to Fig. A:
1. Altitude.

2. Properties in relations to a short runway (during start and

landing.

3. Satisfactory maneuverability.

4. Satisfactory acceleration to high speed.

5. High speed at high altitude (M _ 2).

6. High speed at lowest altitude (M > 1.1).

7. Limit of maximum dynamic pressure.

8. Runway, 500 m long.

9. Altitude = 50 meters.

lO. Mach number (Speed).

The comprehensive aeronautic envelop resulted in that a characteristic

design, developed in Sweden, was selected for FPL 37l, i.e., one with two

delta wings closely positioned in tandem (a canard lay-out).

B. THE AERODYNAMIC BACKGROUND FOR FPL 37 - CHARACTERISTICS AT LOW SPEED /5

I. LI_T AT LOW SPEED - GENERAL

i.1 Introduction - The Idea Behind the Design of FPL 37

The objective during the developmental work on the design of FPL 37

was to create a slender configuration which should also have a highly

trlzm_d lift, especially at low speed. In addition it was desirable to

avoid - as far as possible - any heavy and expensive mechanical complica-

tions such as wings with a variable s_pt-back angle and advanced, mobile

_ments for high lift. In short, as far as possible a simple yet

effective design for active service should be atten_oted.

These objectives were reached in respect to FPL 37 by utilizing the

effect produced by the interference between two triangular wings, suitably

positioned in tandem.

The experiences thereby utilized are to a great extent based on Swedish

research over many years and are in many cases unique.

In erder to explain the characteristics of the liftirg force of the

37-conflguration we must start with a brief review of the concept of lift.

1 Translator's note: FPL (Swedish: aircraft) 37 is used throughout the

translation in conformity with the original.
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Following a general review we will enter into detail upon the problems

existing when flying at low speed and especially thos in respect to

slender delta wings where the separation by the leading edge can be

utilized, "something which seems to clash with the conventional philo-

sophy of classic aerodynamics according to which a contact airflow is

the ultimate ideal and the ace of the craft 'T (H. Behrbom, one of the

originators of the 37-design during the previous set-up at SAAB and

at that time head of the SAAB Aero_avAcs Office at the beginning of

the 1960s).

i.2 Concept of Lift - Definition of CL_

The most important factors determinint the lifting force of a wing

can be compiled into the formnla

L = qSCL

Where q is the so-called aerodynamic pressure, proportional to the density

of the air and the square of the flying speed, S is the syrface area of

the wing and CL a non-dlmensional number, i.e., the lift coefficient,

which for a given wing depends mainly on the angle of attack, a, i.e., the

angle between the reference plane of the wing and the direction of the

movement. Since the drag when flying at high speed puts a limit on the

size of the wing surface, the efforts toward satisfactory characteristics

at low speed must be directed at raising the _ value, which can be uti-

lized for flying.

At low speed the characteristics of the correlation between the angle

of attack and the lift coefficient, especially the aspect ratio, i.e., the

correlation between the wing span and the man of the win_s chords, are

determined by the planar shape of the wing.

I. 3 Lift of Two-dimensional Wings - Dependency of the Angle of Attack

on the Lift

Let us first consider a _Jnug with an endless span (a so-called two-

dimensional wing).

/6



OF POOR QUAI.JI_.

We assume that

o the compressibility of the air is negligible;

o the flow speed of the air is negligibly small in comparison

that of the speed of sound (the roach number, i.e., M = 0);

o the friction of the air against the wing is neglible and

that the air flow around the contour of the wing is smooth

and elegant.

_his ideal condition is called a non-cempressible potential cir-

culation. If the wing is placed at an angle of attack (i.e., obliquely

in relation to the air flow) and the direction of the air flow is illus-

trated by flow lines, the following idealized picture is obtained:

2 Hypotetiskstr6rnning 7. Omrilden d6r hastig-

Utah cirkulation . /,herin 6kar

_
|Beteckning 6vtr.
f_r fristr_)m-

mens hastig- / 6%r[N, nm Sugkraft hastigheter runt

her) . Irlragmltionspunlct - - ' -Parallellstr6mning 5 h6rnet

80e_e

_agnations-
_,.kt (_y,_O)

9

Fig. i. Idealized

Key : 1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

potential air circulation without lift.
V,_ (symbol of the speed of free air flow).

Hypothetic non-clrculating air flow.
Flow lines.

Parallel flow.

Suction

Stagnation point at leading edge.

Areas where the speed increases.

Stagnation point at trailing edge (V = 0).

Very high excessive speed around the corner.

If we stun up the forces which appear when the air circulates around the

profile, they will be exactly equal to zero in the case of an idealization

of tb_-s kdm.d.

The i_eal picture above presumes that the air particles are weightless

and, thus, able to flow s_oothly around a sharp corner without anything

happening.



However, forces related to mass and friction change this ideal picture.

According to the well known law of Bernouilli any increase in speed means

a reduction in pressure (or vice versa). Sudden, sharp char_s in the con-

tour will lead to very great changes in speed and pressur_ resulting in

that a regular flow cannot be maintained. A laminar air flow occurs only

if the air is allowed to fol'low an even and rounded contour. However, in

reality the air particles become sep.arated from the surface of the profile

at its trailing edge (Fig. 2).

......................... 1 -" Hastighetstillskott get

Ost6rda str6rnninilem
riktning

(ltaslighet V c,o)

_ ('Bekvim" avg_ing av

5 Frinve Itsgnltionl- _ luflstrbmn_n)
punkten flyttas 8 Minskad hastigh_" " -_
ntgot frsn_t I_ undersidan ger

6kat tryck

I 9 R'lultet:/Yftkraf_ Pi lv,ngen

/7

_g. 2. Potential air circulation producing lift.

Key: 1. Direction of the undisturbed air flow.
2. Speed = V_)

3. Excess speed means increased suction on the upper
surface.

4 Circulation

5. The leading edge stagnation point is moved slightly

forward.

6. Rear stagnation point at the trailing edge.

7. "Smooth" separation of the air flow.

8. Reduced speed below the lower surface produces increased

pressure.
9. Result: the wing is lifted.

The points on the surface of the profile where the flow lines separate

or meet, respectively, are called stagnation points. In Fig. 2 the rear

stagnation point is moved to the trailing edge. In order to fulfill this

condition, the excess speed on the top of the w____ _st be increased and a

correspOnding reduction in speed must occur below the lower surface of the

wing profile.

5



One way to achieve these local changes in speed in the case of a

schematic flow model like the one in Fig. 2 is to superimpose a turbu-

lent flow together with a distribution of speed like that illustrated

in Fig. 3a (and marked by circling symbols in Figures 2 and 3b).

If we imagine the turbulence in a position like that in Fig. 2, we ob-

tain a model which satisfactorily represents the "separation" of the flow

caused by a wing with an acute trailing edge, placed within the flow.

The turbulence adds Just a small amount of speed to the flow above the

upper surface and an equally small reduction in the speed occurs below

the lower surface. A distribution of the speed around the wing profile

is obtained which fairly well resembles that _hich occurs in reality.

In comparison with Fig. i, we have now a further increased excess speed

over the upper face _hlch causes a reduction in pressure while, simul-

taneously, the suction on the lower side disappears. We have instead ob-

tained a resultant lift of the wing

3a) Halrtighetlfbr- 1 3b) Schematiskt 3 Lyftkraft 4

delning hos en beteckningssltt |Norrnalkraft) 3c) Hur Iyfzkraften 7
virve.._.__l f_r en virvel eUer _ C L (CN) __ varierar med ving-

T " _ profilen$ instiilning

• nn,,n Zyp .v cir- / /_ mot luftstrbmmen

/ Virvelnl centrum 2 u_don.
/ / _ Lutningen- *c'_. ,,

_L'k_'_ r _ J_'_ ;_'_ _"LI_6 Anfailsvinkel

Turbulent air circulation.

attack.

Key: 1.
2.

B.

Dependency of the lift on the angle of

4.

5.
6.
7.

Distribution of speed within a vortex.
Center of the vortex.

Schematic symbol of a vortex or any other type of air cir-
culation.

Lift (normal force), CL(Or _).
Gradient = ...

Angle of attack, a.
How lift varies in relation to the slant of the wing

profile in relation to the air flow.

It is mathematically feasible to balance the ragr_tude of the t1_rbulence

so that the trailing edge stagnation point will become fixed at the trailing

edge while simultaneously posing the condition at a check point on the wirg
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profile where the flow shall be tangential along the contour of the wing.

In such a manner a simply constructed model can be obtained which actually

agrees satisfactorily with the real conditions and which can be used for

illustrating several of the phenomenons occuring when the air flows around

aircrafts. The lift resulting in Fig. 2 is at narrow angles of attack

mainly linearly dependent on the angle of attack (Fig. 3c). (The more

obliquely the wing is positioned the wing is positioned, the more excess

speed is required on the upper side in order to deflect the air flow

correctly so that it will leave the trailing edge smoothly. )

I.4 Lift of Three-dlmensional Wings - Effect of the Aspect Ratio

So far we have studied a single wing section only, which can be imagined

as a cross section through a wing with an endless span (a two-dimensional

wing). We shall see that the reasoning, according to which the excess speed

above the upper face of the wing (and, thus, the llft) is created by vor-

tices, can also be applied to a real wing with a limited span (i.e., to a

three-dimensional wing).

First, a definition of aspect ratio and trapezoidal ratio. The shape

of the wing is of great importance for its efficiency when creating llft.

In order to quickly and sin_ply characterize the shape of the wing, we use

0

the terms:

b2
o aspect ratio, A = (wln5 span)2 or -- , and

wing surface S

the chord of the wing tip
trapezoidal ratio =

the chord at the wing root

The concepts of wing span and wing chord are illustrated in Fig. 4.

In the case of a rectangular wing or a wing with a constant chord, it is

valid that the aspect ratio - (wing span) and that the trapezoidal
wing chord

ratio = I.

A two-dimensional wing can be considered a wing with an endless aspect

ratio.

?



In the case of a wing at an angle of attack and a finite aspect ratio

it is possible to similarly imagine a model of the circulation where both

turbulent and laminar flow are superimposed on each other. This three-

dimensional model will then look as follows (Fig. 4):

1 OstOrda luftttr6mmer_

rikming

--- ._--- j

K /2"5% C _ -- -- kraft hot en vinge mad ilndligt =idofbrhlllande

AJfallsvink,l _._*,'_bj_._ _/,.._ /,Spinnvidd |b)U )

" Vingkor=_ -'"_ _ -- _ -- .... / Startvirva, 9

5 Minlked/irkulation 7 Avgkndl vlrvlar _ "--- ........ I'
( "minllgld Iokal Iyftkraft| (hiiltlkovirvlar| _ w -_
nilra vingspetsarna 9enom art virvelmatta bakom
e.n (/el av "/Ir./.-ln g._r av bakJt flygplanvingen

Fig. 4. Rectangular wing with a finite aspect _mtio and an angle of attack

at low speed.

Key: I.
2.

3.
4.
5.

.

7.

.

9.
lO.

Directlcn of the unperturbed air flow.

Speed, V_.

Angle of attack, a.

wing chord (c)
Reduced circulation (= locally reduced llft) close to the

wing tips because a part of the vortex is separated rear-
ward.

Maximum lift at the center of the wing.

Sep .arating vortices ("horse-shoe vortices"), train of vor--

t$ces behind the wing of the aircraft.

wing span (b).
Initial vortex.

Schematic model of circulation producing lift of a wing

with a finite aspect ratio.

The circulation around the wing tip causes a reduction in llft close to

the tip. In our model this is caused by the filament of the vortex being

deflected and separated frcm the wing close to its tip. This type of cir-

culatlcn is called a "horse-shoe vorteX5 in Sweden. More of such vortices

than the single one shown in the figure would produce an even better model

of the flow.
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By gradually reducing the strength of the vortices along the wing span

an increased leveling of the pressure is actually achieved. A distribution

of the liftin the direction of the wing span, looking like in Fig. 5, will

be produced.

Spinnvidd b_

Fig. 5. Key:

1
Lyftkraftf6rdelning i sp_nnviddsl_d
hos en konventionell vinge med o_ndlig
spinnvidd (oindligt $idof_rh_llande|

•" 2 - dime_nsionell _tr6rnning

2
Lyftkraftf_rdelning has en vinge meal
indlig spinnvidd (indligt $idof6rhSIlande)

-3-dimensionell str6mnin_

Lyftkrllf_en minskar mot vingspetsen till 3

f_ljd av |petsomstr6rnning.

I. Distribution of lift in the direction of

the wing span of a conventional wing with

an endless span (an endless Aspect ratio)
= a two-dimensional air flow.

2. Distribution of lift in the case of a wing

with a finite span (a finite aspect ratio)
= a three-dimensic_al air flow.

3. The lift decreases in the direction of the

wing tip due to circulation around the tip.

_.l. Wing span, b.

The smaller the aspect ratio, the greater the amount of lift lost due

to the circulation around the tip. Figure 6 illustrates how the efficiency

varies in relation to the aspect ratio from the point of view of lift.

A reduction of the aspect ratio (i.e., a greater loss due to the

circulation around the wing tip) will also increase the drag. which

induced lift ( that is, the quotient of lift/drag changes for the worse).

9



I Branthet hol Lyftkranskurvans
lutning reed anfallsvinkeln (X

__//f2Teoretisk lutning rid mycket

,rnA .idofbrl_nnd:_A

L Ia0 !

35 37

Key: i. CL = I.Fig. 6.

3
Teoretisk lutning vid oindligt =tort sidof6rhillande (A =.,oo )

.--_"

i

a=S

I,; I5 IG 17 Is m,of_,h_..nd. A - b2/S 6

Fpl " Fpl 7
32 105

The steepness of the gradient illustrating llft

in relation to the angle of attack.

2. Theoretical gradient at very small aspcet ratios: ...

3. Theoretical gradient at infinitely large aspect ratios
(A = ).

4. Surface = S

5. Wing span, b.
6. Aspect ratio A = b2/ S

1.5 Dependency of the Lift on the An_le of Attack at Narrow Angles of

Attack- Stalling of Conventional Wings

The lift of conventional alrcrsft configurations is approximately

linearily dependent c_ the angle of attack at narrow to moderately wide

angles. Saturation will gradually develop at wider angles of attack. At

a given angle of attack, the lift will reach its maximum value (i.e.,

max); see Fig. 7.

It is evident from Fig. 7 that a slender delta wing requires a con-

siderably wider angle of attack in relation to a certain _ than a conven-

tidmal wing and that it reaches the saturation point only at very wide

angles of attack. However, for aircrafts with a large aspect ratio, there

is a more rapid increase in lift _hen the angle of attack widens and, thus,

the saturation occurs rather quickly. It appears also that the types of

/10
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1

Lyftkraft-
koofficient

CL

.. T

2 V3-inge meal liter " "
Vinge reed stort
sidof6hlllinde sidof6rhAllande

Definition: 5

Slank vinge=,tunn
vinge reed =tot ut-

_r_ckning i kordied

O" • O" '|5 = '20" '_.5 ° An'-fsllsvinke'l a }4

Shapes of graphs illustrating the lift of wings with large and
small aspect ratios at low speed.

Key: 1. Lift coefficient, CL

2. Wing with a large aspect ratio.

B. Wing with a small aspect ratio.
4. Angle of attack, a.

5. Definition: Slender wing = thin wing with large exten-
sion in the directic_ of the chord.

flow at moderate to wide angles of attack differ considerably between the two

wing types. In order to explain the differences it is worth while to con-

sider at first what happens in the case of a straight, conventional wing.

At narrow an_les of attack the air flow keeps in contact with the wings

of most aircraft configurations presently used, i.e., in principle looking

like those in Fig. 2 and 4. The graph illustrating llft is linear and the

effect of the viscosity of the air is in that case limited to a thin boundary

layer close to the surface of the wing. When increasing the angle of attack

the following happens: when the angle of attack has reached a certain limit,

some form of collapse of the air flow takes place. This can involve local

separation of the boundary &ayer which at a further increased angle of

attack quickly spreads across the t_0per surface of the wing. What happens

is usually called "stalling of the wing '_. The course of stalling varies

in relation to the _ __ +, of t_=_._ .... ypes ._ wings. Factors affecting the

course of stalling are, among others, the magnitude of the tractive force on

the upper surface of the wing and the appearance of a corresponding distrl-

ll



bution of pressure. In order to describe what happens in the case of a

conventional wing, we shall study the process in respect to a two-dlmen-

sional wing. The distribution of pressure on the upper surface of such

a wing is illustrated in Fig. 8.

1 OstOrda luft_r6m-.

mens hastighet = V

,__.,¢o

Fig. 8.

2 _ Re_erderandeItr6mning

Accelererande _ I ....

_6m.i._ /_H lb__ / 5
" _/"4[...,.'_"II_\ / Tryckgradien.

_1 ";-.,__-:__ ' .-W4"!_\ J" ten nllra ving-
/,_ -_,_.=m,_ng _ '_ bakklmten iir
_an .... _ _I_ viktigf_r s_r_m-

AnfallwinkM Ol6

Tryckindringarna ir stbrst 7
I_ vingens bversida

Tryckgradienten ,, tryckf6r-
delningskurvan$ lutning

t

Tryckgradienten 6kar n_ra
bakkanten, nir anfallwinkeln
6kar. Stbrsta tryckgrKlient som
kan uppnk f6re str6mningssam.
manbrott kalllli kritisk tryckgradient
och motmmrande anflllsvinkel den
kritiska anfallsvinkeln

Distribution of pressure in the direction of the chord of a conven-

tional wing.

Key: 1. Speed of an unperturbed air flow, V_.

2. Accelerating air flow.

3. Pressure dlstrlbuticn on the upper side.

4. Retarding air flow.

5. The pressure gradient at the trailing edge of the wing is

important for the stability of the flow.

6. Angle of attack, a.

7. The pressure changes are largest on the upper side of the

wing.
The pressure gradient = the gradient of the pressure dis-

tribution graph.

The pressure gradient increases close to the trailing edge

when the angle of incidence increases. The _ pressure

gradient attainable before the flow collapses is called the

critical pressure gradient and the corresponding angle of

attack is the critical angle of attack.

/ll

When the angle of attack increases, the magnitude of excess speed above

the upper side of the wing increases and, consequently, so does the suction.

However, as long as the wing functions, there is a parallel flow, separating

from the trailing edge. Thus, the pressure on the upper and the lo%_r sides

are balanced and, thus, the air stream has been braked. The more it is held

back, the more "exhausted" the boundary la_er becomes.

If the distribution of the suction is illustrated llke in Fig. 8, it is

easy to vizualize how the pressure varies along the chord. The ':grade" behind

the peak of suction becomes steeper, the more the angle of attack is increased.

12



The gradient of the pressure distribution graph is called a pressure gradient.

When the speed of the air flow is reduced, the pressure increases (i.e., the

suction is reduced). The pressure gradient becomes positive. It is evident

that its magnitude and the position of its peak on the upper surfaee of the

wing, where the pressure gradient is largest, is of msJor importance for

how large an angle of attack the wing will be able to tolerate and also

for how the stalling will proceed when the angle of attack is increased

even D_ther. A too steep pressure gradient means that the regular flow

cannot be maintained but will be transformed into a disorderly air flow.

which will collapse, whereby the suction above the wing decreases. This

happens when the pressure gradient passes a critical level. The corres-

ponding angle of attack is called the critical angle of attack of the pro-

file.

The course of stalling of a two-dimenslonal wing can take different forms

depending on the relative diameter and the type of the profile. (Relative

diameter of the profile = the ratio between the diameter of the profile and

that of the chord. ) Briefly stated, it is possible to distinguish the

following main types of the course of stalling:

The first one (called "trailing edge stall") applies to wings with a

large relative diameter (ca. 12%), corresponding to that of a conventional

subsonic aircraft wing with a large aspect ratio. There the separation starts

close to the trailing edge and travels forward in relation to an increasing

angle of attack (trailing edge stall). The characteristics of this flow

and the graph illustrating it in such a case are evident from Fig. 9.

1 .m,,-,h, tjo_,k > 1_
V 0o 2 Avl6$ningspunkten rbr sig

Uingwmt frarnat med 6kande (_

Fig.

CL
3 Bakl_nt-

stag

// Stal|f.r|/4 _'Ol:)p

___..-n'

9. Trailing edge separation of a conventional, thick wing.
Key: see p. 14.
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Key to Fig. 9: I. Relative diameter ._12%.

2. Point of separation moving slowly forward in relation

to an increasing a.

3. Trailing edge stall.

4. Gentle course of stalling.

There is no lenger any well defined stagnation point at the trailing

edge. The flow type deviates from that in Fig. 2 and approaches that in

_ 1 "._*_ a decease in lift as a consequence The gradient of the

graph, illustrating lift, decreases slowly in relation to an increasing

angle of attack without any sudden, large reduction in the lifting force.

/12

Straight wings with a large aspect ratio and a small relative dlan_ter

(_d9%) experience a different, more abrupt course of stalling. In that case

the detachment does not start close to the trailing edge but occurs near

the leading edge of the wing profile. The large camber of the profile at

this point cuases locally major excess speeds, resulting in significant

changes in the pressure gradient. Initially a local separation is followed

by. reattachment of the flow; a so-called detacbJnent bubble is for_d. In

the case of a slender wing, the length of the detachment bubble increases

when the angle of attack is increased.

bubble reaches the trailing edge.

Final separation occurs when the

Fig. i0.

1 Lokal

avl6sningsbubbla

_CL

4 Abrupt stall-

f_rlopp rid fram-
2 kantstall

Avl6mirtgs- / ......
bubblan b6r- _ ./

,/r Bubblan *slipper'
#r _ avl@_ str6m-

/ "ping I,_ngs helm

_Ner$idan sore f61jd

r _____(_ " "

Detachment bubble of a conventional slender wing at wide angles

of attack. Relative diameter, < 9%.

Key: 1. Local detachment bubble formed before total collapse of
the flow.

2. The detachment bubble starts to form.

3. _ bubble is "released" with separated flow along the

entire upper surface as a result.

4. Abrupt course of stalling due to leading edge stall.
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In the case of a wing with a moderate diameter (10-12%), the course of

stalling is more cc_plicated. The detachment bubble no longer increases

linearily in relation to the angle of attack. Instead there is a more or

less abrupt course of separation, where the detachment of the flow starts

close to the leading edge (leading edge stall). A combination of leading

and trailing edges stalling is also feasible in the case of wings belongin_

to this order of dimensions. We will not continue to go into detail con-

cerning those types of separation but will instead touch upon that of

three-dimensional wings, which is of a greater importance in respect to

FPL 37.

So far we have discussed separation in relation to wings with a large

aspect ratio. In the case of wings with a moderate aspect ratio, the dis-

tribution of lift in the direction of the wing span affects the characte-

ristics of the stall. By reducing the trapezoidal ratio of the wing (i.e.,

limiting the chord at the tip) the local load on the chord is increased

and, thus, also the pressure gradient behind the pressure minimum. Due to

this, the wing tip tends to stall before the base does so in spite of the

fact that the inside portion of the wing in general carries the largest

load. Conventional aircrafts with trapezoidal wings are, consequently,

often designed sich a torsion (twist) of the wing so that the angle og

attack will be reduced by 1 to 3° toward the tip. Increased cambering of

the wing toward the tip can have a similar effect. By means of a suitable

choice of trapezoidal ratio, torsion and the dian_ter of the cambering of

the profile, it is possible to adjust the wing so that satisfactory stalling

characteristics are achieved.

We shall summarize the characteristics of the course of stalling:

Straight wings with a large aspect ratio: the course of stalling is

is two-dimensional over the major portion of the wing. Diffe-

rent types of stalling depend on she shape and the relative

diameter of the wing profile.

Straight wings with a moderate aspect ratio: What occurs at the wing

acquires greater importance. _ characteristics of the _tall

depend on the trapezoidal ratio; a varied geometry geometry

/13
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of the wing in the direction of its span is required for

satisfactory characteristics of the stall.

What happens if, in addition, we sweep the wing rearward (increase the

sweep-back angle) ? Then the boundary layer tends to flow outward and be-

come thicker at wide angles of attack and, thus, to become more _exhausted"

toward the wing tip. This means that the entire course of action becomes

even more three-dlmensional and that the stalling will preferably start at

the wing tip.

The consequence is that the maximum lift diminishes if the wing is

swept farther rearward. Since the wing tips are the first to ':give up"

in the case of sweep-back, only a slight asymmetry of the wing or of the

air blowing against it are required in order that the stall shall also

give rise to a major, rolling disturbance. Just that part of the lift

of a wing, stalling at the tip, which is farthest away from the point of

gravity will disappear and when stalling the aircraft suddenly becomes

unstable in the pitching (longitudinal) direction (pitch-up, see below).

It is valid for all wing types (straight as well as moderately swept

back, i.e., with a leading edge of the swept-back angle less than 55°)

that following the collapse of the air flow, there is a more or less

irregular type of circulation across the upper surface of the wing associ-

ated with a loss of lift, increased drag and buffeting as a consequence.

is one of the reasons why a contact flow is always utilized for normal

flying with conventional wings.

1.6 Winss With a Small Aspect Ratio at Wide An61es of Attack

We have seen that the picture of the air flow becomes increasingly three-

dimensional the smaller the aspect ratio is. This is valid before as well

as after reaclng the point of a leading edge stall.

After having considered the conventional wing and seen how the aspect

ratio and the sweep-back angle operate, we will now contemplate the extreme

case of slender wings with a small aspect ratio.

16



It is just this type of a wing which is of current interest to us

since it occurs in Sweden both on FPL 35 as well as on FPL 37.

This wing type differs from the conventional one by behaving quite

differently when the angle of attack is increased. After seeing what

happens to a swept-back wing, it could be expected that the problems con-

cernlng separation should become worse when the sweep-back angle is in-

creased and when the local load on the chord close to the wing tip attains

high magnitudes already at very narrow angles of attack.

It is also true that a contact flow in the conventional sense can be

maintained only as far as up to narrow angles of attack (ca. 4° - 5°).

If the angle of attack is increased beyond that value, something occurs

which at first glance is not expected: the graph illustrating lift

increases instead of showing tendencies toward saturation (Fig. llc).

Simnltaneously the picture of the air flow is altered: a turbulent flow

develops which is superficially similar to that close to the tip of a

conwntlonml wing. The stable condition of turbulent flow which develops

in place of a collapsing flow is called a leading edge-separated flow.

This type of air flow persists up to very wide angles of attack and

results in that it becomes feasible to utilize a very high msxlmum lift

without any exceptional increase in drag. This is exactly what has been

applied for our aircrafts of models 35 and 37. FPL 35 utilizes the lift

characteristics only to a limited extent, while FPL 37 is constructed for

maximum utilization of the advantages of leading edge-separated flow.

In next section we shall try to explain what the picture of flow looks

like in the case of a delta (or triangular) wing which is the wing type

most commonly utilizing the leading edge separation.

1.7 Principle of Leading Edge Sepscation: Air Flow Around a Delta Wing

In order to explain in detail what happens we shall use the analogy

wD__.chwe applied previously when i_ the excess sp_eed (providing

lift) above the wing. cauaed by trains of vortices in the plane of the

wing. Th_se will, as we have seen, be detached frem the trailing edge _f

/14
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the wing. (The wider the angle of attack, the greater the circulation with-

in the vortex, i.e., the more powerful the lifting force created; cf. Fig. 4.)

The detachr_nt of the vortices rearward corre.sponds to a reduction in lift

which Is greater the closer to the wing tip we come. We shall first study

what occurs at narrow angles of attack (Fig. ll). The "horseshoe" vortex

model is similar to that in Flg. 4. In Fig. lla we can see a model of this

type of vortex, drawn schematically. In Fig. llb the actual distribution

of the llft c_eated is shown, it corresponds to the distribution of the

circulation (i.e., the vortices) in Flg. lla. Finally, Fig. llc illustrates

the range of the lift where the flow type corresponding to a normal contact

flow over a conventional wing is valid.

a) Histskovirvelmodell
(jmfrfig4) I -

i ' I

2

I

c) lyftkraft_
kurva

b) lastf6rdelningi

spinnviddsled _ CL _ 4

I

Fig. ii. Circulation around a delta wing at narrow angles of attack.

Key: 1. Model of "horseshoe" vortices (cf. Fig. 4).

2. Involution of the vortex layer behind the trailing edge.
3. Distribution of the load in the direction of the wing span.

4. Graph illustrating lift.

5. Area of concern.

The critical pressure gradient close to the leading edge of the tip is

quickly reached in response to an increased angle of attack. However, instead

of the usual collapse of the flow, which is normally expected, a new type of

stable flow develops there. It Is illustrated in Fig. 12.

It is characteristic of this new type of circulation (Fig. 13) that the

train of vortices (and thus also the air flow) separates along the leading

edge as well. How can this be?

/15
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• c) lyftkraft- _,,.__ ..

a) h_stskovirvel-mode,i1 . b) lastf6rdelningi CL_ kurva /4 _ _.,_'_.._.

Vinmlskiktet$ upprullning

,po 2

Fig. 12.

a) h_stskovirvel-

modell

Virvolskiktet$ upprullning (_

Circulation around a delta wing at moderate angles of attack.

Key: 1. Model of horseshoe vortices.
2. Iuvolutlcn of the vortex layer.

3. Distribution of load in the direction of the wing span.

4.,Graph illustrating lift.

5. Range of lift. __

Fig. 13.

cL

b) lastfbrdelningi
1 _innviddsled 3

c) lyftkraft-
kurva

lyftkraft-
omride 5

Circulation around a delta wing at wide angles of attack.

Key: 1. Model of horseshoe vortices.

2. Involution of the vortex layer.

3. Distributic_ of load in the direction of the wing span.

4. Gz_aph lllustratlng-lift.

5. Range of lift.
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If we observe what the flow around the wing actually looks like in this

case, it becomes evident that a strong outward flow of the boundary layer

takes place across the upper surface. (This flow pattern is also illustrated

in Flg. 17 below. ) It turns out that the air flow when encountering the

wing becomes strongly deflected outward so that the air is separated

obliquely rearward - outward frc_ the leading edge (i.e., not only from the

trailing edge). There is now two systen_ of vortices being detached

instead of one (see also Fig. 14). _he portion of the air flow _eparated

by the leading edge increases when the angle of attack is further increased.

a) b)
konventionell vinge 1 deltavinge _

(spetrmvl6sningen f6rsummad) _ %rn_nr
"£. 4

\

.

dvi! framKant sore I_kka.t 5 _

-- _,_.J.v._,_._m. _)

2 _nmlskiktm u_lini.g
bakom bakkanten

Fig. 14. Models of the flow of vortex layers around wings with and without

leading edge separation.
Key: 1. Conventional wing (detacbnent at the tip ignored).

2. Involutic_ of the vortec layer behind the trailing edge.

3. Delta wing.

4. Leadingedge.
5. The vortex layer is involuted outside the leading as well

as the trailing edges.

A comparison between the models of the vortex layer fl6w around a conven-_

ticnal wlng and a wing with the new type of air flow is evident frc_ Fig. 14

where the phenomenon of involution can also be seen, i.e., the one which

in the case of a conventional wing gives rise to trailing vortices.

The c_onsequences of the new type of flow are as fol.lows:

o The air flow separating along the leading edge (the leading edge

vortex layer) is deflected rearward and curls up above the wing

(Fig. 14). The involution occurs in a helical manner. The

/16
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par _ samma |

1 rotationsriktning

0

0

0

0

Fig.

motroterande s_glingvi_,r 2 3

15. Interference between a pair of vortices.

Key: I. Pair rotating in the same direction.

2. Pair rotating in opposite directions.

3. Mirror image rotation.

explanation for this involution can be seen From the model of the

vortex train: the individual vortices affect each other due to

mutual interference which leads to a structure similar to a spiral.

The principle according to which the individual eddies affect

each other is illustrated in Fig. 15.

The involution of the leading edge vortex layer results in force-

ful excess speed (directed outward and rearward) within an area

close to the lea di_ng edge of the wing. A powerful peak of suction,

widening toward the tip (i.e. re_),develops near the leading

edge.

The pressure distrlbuticn changes character (Figs. 12b, 13b) and

beccmes more ample close to the leading edge.

The new flow type increases the lifting force across the wing

(the gradient of the graph, illustrating llft, is increased, cf.

Fig. 12c).

The air flowing outward across the upper surface sweeps away the

boundary layer (Fig. 16a). The stagnation of the flow close to

the leading edge outside the peak of the suction produces a local

separation in a narrow band near the leading edge (secondary

separation or the actual leading edge-separation). In certain

cases there is also an orderly helical flow within this separa-

ting band; cf. Fig. 17. Notice that this separation is a rela-

tively stable but very local separation.
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Fig.

bakkant

16. Air flow around a leading edge-separated delta wLr_.
Key: 1. Velocity field within a cross section close to the trailing

edge of a delta wing.

2. Secondary separation takes place here.

3. Pressure dlstrlbutlcn within a section close to the trailing
edge of a delta wing (diagram).

4. At this point the critical value of the pressure gradient
is reached.

5, Position " the stagnation point.

I

ida

Ili4"_11" \ -,," I_

omr_de reed str6mning
liknande vingar meal

stor!, sidof6rl-_llande

Fig. 17. The flow of the boun-

dary layer in the case of a

leading edge separated delta

wing.
Key: I. Upper surface.
2. Secondary separation.

3. area with an air flow similar

to that of a wing with a

large aspect ratio.

a. At increasing a the helix

of the vortex layer is dis-

placed inward and upward.

o A relatively large portion of the

boundary layer on the upper surface dis-

appears into the secondary vortex.

o The boundary layer surrounding the leading

edge is thin since the line of stagnation runs along

the lower surface of the wing close to the leading edge.

o The material in the boundary layer is swept up into the

nuclei of the vortex systen_.
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Whenthe angle of attack continues to widen further past the area of

the angle of attack related to leading edge separation, an actual collapse

of the flow will gradually develop. This occurs in analogy with what is

valid for wings with moderate aspect ratios, i.e., when the local pressure

gradient has reached the critical value inside the narrow strip of secondary

separation (cf. Figs. 8 and 16). The separation starts at the wing tip rand

continues foreward-inward (tip separation). It is felt llke a successive

increase of the buffetir_ level. The rear portion of the wing is unloaded,

which meansreduced longitudinal stability (see also further on). Something

happens above the wing as well: the orderly helical structure above the
wing collapses (vortex collapse). The vortex collapse can be easily ob-

served by meansof smokein a wind tunnel or by meansof bubbles in a water

tunnel. In front of the point of collapse, the nucleus of the vortex cone

is distinctly defined as a narrow filar_nt originating from a point close

to the top (or apex) of the delta wing. Within this narrow filament the

air is transported downstrean with a speed considerably faster than that of
the free flow.

At the point of collapse there is a suddenblockage of the axial flow
(i.e., the transportation of the air downstream) within the nucleus of the
vortex cone. The vortex filament widens to form a "funnel" within which

there is a more or less disorderly flow. In English this is called a "vortex

breakdown"; in Sweden_ scmetlmss call it the "funnel phenomenonof delta

wings." A vortex cone, the nucleus of which has broken down, is no longer

an efficient producer of .klft. Whenthe angle of attack is still further

widened, the breakdown of the vortex proceeds frontward (it started initi-

ally downstreamJust behind the wing), reaches the trailing edge of the

wing and continues thereafter across the wing. Thereby a gradual decrease

of the gradient of the CL(_) graph occurs (cf. Fig. 7 and 13), and by time
it results in that a msxlmumis reached also in the case of slender delta

wings although not one as well defined as that of a wing with a large

aspect ratio.
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Weshall stm_narlzewhat is valid for a delta wing:

I. Conventional adherent flow occurs onl_ at very narrow angles of

attack.

2. A so-called leading, edge-separated flow with vortex cones

above the wing is the tFplcal form of air flow within a very

wide range of angles of attack. The gradient of the graph,

illustrating lift, becomes steeper thsn at narrow angles of

attack.

3. Maximum lift occurs only at very wide angles of attack.

4. The "saturation" of the graph, illustrating lift, is gentle

at wide angles of attack.

5. The collapse of the leading edge-separated flow occurs in part

in the form of successively increasing tip separation, in part

due to the fact that a "funnel" travels across the wing during

the breakdown of the vortex.

At what point in time the maximum lift will occur depends on the angle

of the leading edge sweep-back. While a 50° delta wing experiences a flow

collapse at _ m 12 - 15°, a 60° wing can tolerate up to 20 - 25° angles

of attack. The stability of the flow can be advantageously affected by very

small, often local alterations of the leading edge of the wing such as its

cambering, vertical guide rails (so-called vortex separators) or a "notch"

in the leading edge, etc. The result is that in the case of this very simple

type of wing, a large margin develops in respect to maximum lift at low

and moderate speeds during normal flight. This fact in combination with the

excellent characteristics of this wing type at high speed rakes it expeclally

suitable for supersonic planes, where it is required that the load factor

can be temporarily increased, e.g., during take-off and when turning. In

addition the slight gradient of the lift graph at narrow angles of attack

makes the aircraft relatively insensitive to [kytt = ._buffetlng] when

flying at high speed and at a low altitude.
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It is evident from what has been stated above that the detailed appea-

rance of the air flow across a delta wing at large angles of attack is rela-

tively complicated. In practice a further simplified model of the delta

wing is used, where the vortex layer, separated along the leading edge,

is schematically illustrated as a single "leadlng-edge vortex". The corres-

ponding range of excess speed does not deviate very ranch from what is

illustrated in Figure 16.

The simplified model is illustrated in Fig. 18. Thus, from the point

of view of interference, the "free" vortex layer, detached behind the

wing, can be considered as a single vortex where the _ilan_nt of the vortex

corresponds to the narrow "nucleus", which is enveloped within the involute

layer of the leading-edge vortex and Can be observed during experiments

with smoke.

Fig. 18. Schematic description of the vortex system of a delta wing.

Key: 1. Wind.

2. Approximate position of the nucleus of the vortex

system of a 70° delta wing at a = 20- 30°.

I. 8. Interference Between Fuselage and Wing Durin_ an Air Flow Separated

by the Leadin_ Edge

The circulation described above is utilized for all delta-winged aircrafts,

among others, FPL 35.
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In the case of real aircrafts it is necessary to ta_e the interference

between the bow of the fuselage and the air intake as well into considera-

tion. By using the simplified flow model described above, it is convenient

to illustrate the process in the case of some common aircraft configurations

with delta wings in the following manner:

a) ren deltavinge b) deltavinge med kropp c) "dubbel" deltavinge (typ fpl 35)

Fig. 19. Practical application of the delta wing principle.

Key: i. "Pure" delta wing.

2. Delta wing with a fuselage.

3. "Tandem"delta wing (the type of FPL 35).

In stead of a single system of leadlng-edge vortices, two or more systems

can be seen, originating frc_ the bow of the fuselage or from a portion of

the air intake. These systems interfere mutually with each other so that

the inner pair of vortices is forced down against the wing while the outer

one tends to become e_evated above the wing surface. Outside the inner

vortex pair a field exists which is swept upward and contributes to an in-

crease in the angle of attack locally around the starting point of the outer

vortex pair, thus, increasing the force thereof locally. The fuselage, the

wings and the portion of the air intake nm_st be carefully adjusted mutually

from an aerodynamic point of view. An optimal utilization of the characte-

ristics of the leading-edge flow has also resulted in sophisticated solutions

of aircraft designs, such as, e.g., in the case of the Concorde. This inter-

ference has also been applied for FPL 37, among others in order to make the

outer wings effective as producers of lift at narrow and moderate angles of
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attack. The disadvantage of this configuration lles in the fact that the

circulation around the outer wing collapses relatively soon, resulting

in "pltch-up" (cf. below).

1.9 Interference Between Two Delta Wings in Tandem Formation During An

Air Flow Separated by the Leading Edge - Principle Behind FPL 37

This principle has been further developed in respect to FPL 37 by

utilizing the nntual interference between slender delta wings in a tandem

formation in order to achieve even further improved characteristics of the

llft (Fig. 20).

Fig. 20. Schematic illustration of the vortex systems of a tandem

delta wing canfiguration.

The basic flow phenomena and the aerodynamic properties of the '_iggen"

ccmfiguratlon at low speed can most satisfactorily be demonstrated by the

results of investigations concerning a strongly schematized model built at

the start of the 1960s. 1 The model was simply made of two flat delta wings

attached to a "fuselage" consisting of a thin, vertical piece of s_et metal.

The front wing (i.e., the canard) could be rotated and the position of its

axis of rotation could be varied vertically as well as horizontally. During

the wind tunnel experiments, forces and moments in respect to both wings

individually as well as in cc_Ination, forming one single unit, w_re

measured. In addlticn, the air flow was made visible by means of smoke.

Figure 21b illustrates the lift coefficient, CL, (referring to the sur-

face of the canard) as a function of the angle of attack of the canard, i.e.,

aS = a 6, where a is the angle of attack of the win_, and 6. is the

/2 !

I qTLis and the following pa_s up to n. 32 are reproduced vdth _r_iuorchanges

from Holme's paper on"The Aerodynamic Background od the Viggen System of Wings"
Cosmos 1980.
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position of the canard in relation to that of the wing. The measurements

were made in part with the wing removed, in part with the canard at verti-

cally different positions, one above, the other below the plane of the

wing but in both cases with the canard at a position of 6 = 25°. The

longitudinal position of the canard was the same in both cases. Without

the wing, the graph will assume the character, which in Fig. 7 was given

as typical for a slender delta wing.

2

I

n _ver 2
f6r nosvinge huvudvingen

_1- s"_ 5 nosvingens virvelsystem

L nosvingen reed borttagen huvudvinge

nosvingenunder.
J huvudvingen _"

0

Flg. 21. Effect of the canard on the lifting force of a delta tandem con-

figuration.

Key: 1. Lift coefficient of the canard.

2. The canard above the wing.

3. The canard exclusively.

4. The canard below the v_ng.
5. Vortex system of the canard when the wing is removed.

When the canard was in a low position the presence of the wing had a

disadvantageous effect from the point of view of lift, but in an upper posi-

tion of the canard this had a remarkably improved effect on the lift which

resulted in that the CL_ increased by ca. 40% and was moved to a ca. 12°

wider angle of attack.
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_his desirable effect on a frontally placed canard is caused by the

interference between the vortex systems of the canard and those of the

wing. Figure 21C, drawn on the basis of experir_nts with smoke, illus-

trates how the vortices of the canard when in the t_0per position are

forced by the vortices of the wing to pass across the upper surface at

a lesser distance than when the main wing is removed. Due to this the low

pressure below the vortices, which produces llft, is enhanced. However,

it is even more Important t_mt the collapse of the fo_*ard-pro_essi._g

canard vortices is delayed by the accelerating flow and by the accom-

panying favor_01e pressure gradient, present on the upper surface of the

wing. _¢nen the canard is in the lower position, the vortices pass below

the wing, where they encounter a retardant flow with an unfavorable

pressure gradient which accelerates the forward progression of the vortex

breakdown (Cf. Fi_. 8, 16 and 17).
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Fig. 22.
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Effect of the position of the canard on the lift of the wing.
Key: see p. 30.
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Key to Fig. 22:

1. The position of the canard can be altered by rotation around
this axi_.

2. a) Lift as a function of the angle of attack of the wing system.

3. CL of the main wing (Lift Coefficient of the wing)
4. The main wing alone.

5. With the canard in front of the main wing.
6. Wind direction.

7. Angle of attack.

8. b) Distribution of local llft in the direction of the wing span
(schematically).

9. Local lift.

I0. The lift is reduced heredue to a downward sweeping motion caused

by the vortices detached from the canard.

ll. The vortices of the canard cause an upward-sweeping motion within
this area.

12. The main wing alone.

13. The main wing in the presence of the canard.

14. Wing span.
15. Center.

16. Wing tip.

In what manner do the canard vortices affect the lift of the wing? Since

the canard vortices induce a downward-dlrected speed over the central

portions of the wing, especially in the vicinity of its apex, a reduction

in llft must develop there. This is confirmed by the fact that the

leading edge vortices of the wing according to Fig. 21 c no longer origi-

nate frcm its apex but flow from two points on its leading edge just out-

side the canard vortices. On the other hand, a lift-induclng low pressure

develops below the canard vortices due to locally increased excess speed

because the vortices pass just above the upper surface of the wing. However,

the net result is that the canard contributes to a reduction in lift of

the wing. This is evident from Fig. 22a, which illustrates the lift

coefficient of the main wing, CL_, (in reference to the wing surface)

as a function of the angle of at_&ck of the wing, i.e., _. This reduction

increases when the positional angle of the canard, 6, becomes wider.

The reduction of the lifting power of the wing is, of course, not a

desirable effect. In order to investigate whether this could be avoided,

experiments were made with an altered wing design, the new shape of which

was achieved by cutting away the inefficient apical portion and instead

/23
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increasing the wing span so that the surface remained the sameas before;

cf. Fig. 23. The results of the tests are evident from Fig. 24, illustrating

the resulting trlnm_d lift coefficient, CL, valid for the combination of
wing + canard as a function of the angle of attack of the wing, i.e., _,

in ccmparison with the corresponding graph of the original configuration.

Fig. 23.

+: 0

-: 0

O

Removing a portion of the wing

results in a shorter, thus, a

lighter aircraft.

o Satisfactory stability proper_

ties at low speed.
o Less wet surface = lower sub-

sonic drag.

o Larger aspect ratio - a lesser

portion of the wing surface lies

within the downward-sweeping
field of the canard.

Unsatisfactory stability proper-
ties at trans-sonic speed.

Less satisfactory distribution

of area --_ increased supersonic

drag.

o Lower construction height of the

wing root -@ a heavier _ing.

Delta tandem configumation with the apex of the wing removed.

The trinmz[ng means that the angle of adjustment of the canard, 6, can be

altered in relation to the angle of attack, a, so that there is always

an equilibrium of mcments around the position of the point of gravity

which provides both configurations with the same stability margin. (This

concept is defined under sect. 2.4. ) The data necessary for the trimming

of the adjustable angle of the canard, 8, can be seen frcm Fig. 24. The

change .in the shape (i.e., the removal of a part of the wing) has, as is

apparent, had the result desired: an increase by ca. 25% in trimmed lift

at a given angle of attack.

This gain in lift was the eseential reason why FPL 37 got its present

con_az__tion. Because of its characteristics at high speed, it was not pos-

sible to cut off the wing squarely such as illustrated in Fig. 23. Instead

a ccmprcadse with a reduced leading edge sweep-back angle (45°) was opted
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Fig. 24. Effect of a "lopped off" leading edge of the main wing.

Key: i. Trlnm_d lift coefficient.

2. Adjustment angle of the canard, necessary for tri_ the
aircraft.

3. Angle of attack, _.
4. Longitudinal characteristics of different planar shapes

of the wing (cf. Chpt. 2)

5. Most satisfactory at high speed.

6. Satisfactory/unsatisfactory stability.

7. Compromise.

8. Most satisfactory at low speed.

for (cf. Fig. 24). This ccmprcEise tuz_ed out to have the most satisfactory

characteristics in respect to the longitudinal stability as well. As mentioned

above it is necessary to take the effects of the fuselage bow and the

intakes into consideration as well when adjusting the force of the wing

systems. This fact as well as the limitations on the construction led to

that during the final design of FPL B7 a fixed canard with a flap _as_:selected
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instead of a mobile wing. In order to make the trailing edge flap as effec-

tive as possible, it was executed in the form of a slotted flap. Although

in this manner the ideal effect was minimized because the wing system was

placed on a relatively wide fuselage and since the trimmable _pical surface

thus became relatively small th_ was still a gain on the order of 7 -10%

in respect to the pure, trimmed lift.

2
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25. How the csnard affects the distribution of the pressure across the

wing.

(Key: see p. 34)
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Key to Fig. 25:

1. Measurement of the pressure over the wing in relation to a schematic

configuration with a canard at low speed. (FFA AU-1-483, configuration

%KIN2L]]B1)"
2. a) Canard with light load.

3. Local pressure
4. Cross section 1 (2).

5. Wing vortex .
6. Canard vortex.

7. Canard with a heavy load (canard

with flap deflected).

8. Local pressure.

9. Main wing.
i0. Canard.

Figure 25 illustrates what the distribution of the lift looks like at

two cross sections through the wing span of the main wing of a schematic

37 configuration. The angle of attack is varied so that it becomes evident

how the Lift develops when the angle of attack is increased. In case a)

the canard has the same adjusted angle as the wing has and is, thus, rela-

tively little loaded, i.e., it produces a weak leading edge vortex in com-

parison with that of the wing. Case b) shows FPL 37 in a landing configu-

ration where the load on the canard is increased by deflecting its flap.

In case b) there are two distinct peaks illustrating lift; the inner

one is caused by the vortex system of the canard. At the same time it is

evident that in cemparlson with case a) the peak of llft close to the

leading edge of the wing (i.e., the outer peak) is reduced.

From the point of view of llft the advantages of the PFL 37 design

can be stmEarized as follows:

1. Great nmxirmm_ lift due to the maintenance of a stable flow up

to very wide angles of attack (ca. 27°). <

2. Due to the trinEing of the canard additional lift can be created

by means of the extra lift produced by the canard and the addi-

tional lift provided by the trailing edge flap and necessary for

momental equilibri_n (see below).

When FPL 37 is landing it is in this manner possible to utilize a lift

capacity of the w_rg system-_ich is almost twice as large as that of FPL 35

(on the condition of similar speed). In practice this advantage can be

utilized for a lower landing speed.

/24 cont.
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Fig. 26. Comparison between the trimmed llft of FPL 35 and that

of FPL 37.

Key: 1. Total trimmed lift.

Fig. 27. Wing surface necessary for FPL 35 in order to

provide the same lift as that of the 37 con-

figuration during landing.
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Figure 27 illustrates the wing surface which would have been necessary

for FPL 37 had the wing design of FPL 35 been retained and the demands on

the landing performance of FPL 37 had been unaltered.

It is evident from Fig. 25a that the peak of the lift at angles of

attack wider than 8 - 9° changes in character, becomes step-like and pro-

ceeds inward. A secondarily separated area develops outside the leading

edge vortex system of the outside portion of the wing (cf. Fig. 17).

This can be explained so that the vortex over the outer wing is

"lifted" by the canard vortex, which according to Fig. 25 is the one most

powerful in case b).

2. _4E LIF2 AND _HE PITCHING MOME_2_ OF THE FPL 37 CONFIGURATION AT /27

LOW SPEED

2.1 Introduction

So far we have discussed the aerodynamic principle behind the 37 con-

figuraticn. We have described how the interference between two delta

wings in a tandem configuration can be utilized in order to achieve a sub-

stantial llft up to wide angles of attack.

In this section we shall study in detail the characteristics of the

aerodynamic forces exerted on FPL 37 during straight-llne flight. It is

Just the interacticn between these forces which provide FPL 37 with its

special properties. It is therefore worth knowing:

o how the aerodynamic forces vary in relation to the angle of

attack; and

o how we are able to affect these aerodynan_c forces and the equi-

librium between them.

We shall define the concept of longitudinal stability and find out how,

in the case of FPL 37, a satisfactory lcngitudinal stability was achieved

up to wide angles of attack. For Instance, in what manner is the lor_-

tudinal stability affected by externally suspended arms? Many factors affect

the longitudinal stability and must be taken into consideration.
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In order to be able to follow the reasoning below, we shall recapitu-

late the definitions of force and moment, coefficients and reference magni-

tudes. We will only take flying unaffected by an oblique air flow, i.e.,

pure or s_mmetric flisht, into consideration. Corresponding forces and

n_ments are called sTmmetrical.

2.2 Definitions of Symmetrlc Forces and Moments in Respect to FPL 37

Two systens of definition are conventionally applied: a wlng-related

system and a fuselage related one (Fig. 28).

/28

1 Vindrefererat s_ste_m

(stabilRy axes) (body axes) standard hos fpl 37
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V_

L - Lyftkraft
D - Mol_Snd
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_ _ Reflrens- N - Normalkraft
punkt T = Tangentialkraft

M - Tippmoment

Symrnetriska krafter - krafter iota verkar i flygplanet$ symmetriplan.

Fig. 28. Definitions of symmetric forces, angles and moments in respect to

FPL 37.

Key: 1. Wind-related system (Stability axes).
2. Fuselage-related system (body axes), standard.of FPL 37.

3. Reference point.

L = llft ; D = drag; M = pitching moment; N = normal force;

T = tangential force; M = Ptiching moment.

4. Symmetric forces = forces acting in the symmetry plane
of the aircraft.

L

the lift coefficient CL =q-_S

The magnitudes are usually expressed in the form of coefficients (i.e.,

non-dimensional rnNg_tudes). It is then valid that:

J \

D / k
the drag coefficient _ - q.S \ /

the pitching moment coefficient

the normal force coeffclent
N

_ - q.S '

the tangential force coefficient
T

C_ = _ , and that

M
C_ = ,

q.S-cnt
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where, as mentioned above, q = the dynamic pressure,

S = the reference surface (usually the wing

surface, in respect to FPL 37 = 46 m2), and

c = the reference chord (in the case of FPL 37

= 7.4 m).

The point around which the moment is estimated is called the reference

point and is selected as a suitable rear mean point of gravity, in the case

of FPL = STA _X_5B 12350 (according to the system of coordinates valid).

Tne dependency of the angle of attack on these coefficients is charac-

teristic for the majority of aircrafts and looks, at low speed, in prin-

ciple as follows:
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F_o 29. The dependency of the angle of attach (the characteristics) of

symmetric forces and moments of FPL 37.

Key: 1. Wind-related axial system
2. (Lif_ coefflcient)

3. (Drag coefficient)

4. (Pitching moment coefficient.

5. Cm is the same for both systems.

7. Fusel_related

axial system
8. (Normal force coeffi-

cient )

9. (Tangential force coef-

ficient )
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2.3 Characteristics of Normal Force

The normal force of the fuselage-related system corresponds to the lift

of a wind-related system (see Fig. 28). The dependency on the angle of attack

in the case of both these forces looks quite similar. For practical reasons

normal force and its coefficients are used below for the continued reasoning.

(The fuselage-related system is standard in the case of FPL 37. )

Let us contemplate the normal force coefficient (%_) in detail; as men-

tioned above, it is mainly dependent on the angle of attack. It is therefore

customary to split up the _ according to the following schematic manner of

de signation:

Contribution Contribution

independent on dependent on the

the angle of angle of attack
attack

At low speed the variation in normal force in relation to the angle of

attack (i.e., the characteristics of the normal force) takes the form illus-

trated in Fig. 30. This figure demonstrates also how various partlons of

the aircraft (its fuselage, canard or wing) contribute to the normal force

(in the diagram expressed by its coefficient, _). The zero contribution

= (a = 0), is minor and can therefore by ignored for the sake of sim-

plicity.

It is evident that a relatively large amount of the normal force of the

canard is lost in the form of an interference load on the main wing. (At

narrow angles of attack up to as nmch as 80% of the load of the canard is

lost due to Interference). The major portion of the load due to interference

can be referred to the apical inner portion of the main wing. At increasing

angles of attack the relative size of the interference load diminishes and,

finally, the effect of the favorable interaction between the canard and the

wing becc_es clearly evident. Because of the interaction of the various

contributions, a characteristic of normal force results which is fairly

linear up to wide angles of attack and has a large msximum value.

/3O
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Characteristics of the normal force of FPL 37 and important

partial contributions to the characteristic of this force.

Key: I. Normal force coefficient at low speed; reference

surface 46 m2. Analysis of partial contrbitions.
2. Partial contributions:

3. Interference of the canard on the main wing.
4. Canard + interference load on the fuselage

caused by the canard.

5. The wing.
6. Interference on the fuselage caused by the wing.

7. Bow of the fuselage + air intakes.

8. Angle of attack.

If the elevator is deflected, the normal force is affected as shown by

Fig. 31a.

A satisfactory illustration of the variation in normal force in relation

to the angle of attack as well as to the elevator angle can be obtained if

the graphs of the angles of attack at different elevator deflections are

displaced laterally and are made to connect points with a constant angle of

attack such as seen in Fig. 31c. There the normal force is represented as a
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Fig. 31. Effects of deflection of the

elevator and the flap of the

canard on the characteristics of

the nonval force of FPL 37.

Key: 1. a) Effects of the angle of

attack during different
deflections of the elevator.

2. Normal force coefficient. Co;
(reference su-face : 46 m2)._

3. Elevator angle, 5e.

4. b) Effects of the combined

s_ngle of attack and that of
the elevator.

7. Flap of canard at 0° . 8. Flap of
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"blanket" on top of the angle of attack, _, and the elevator angle, 6e. When
it is knownhow the elevator angle necessary for trlnmzLr4E(Fig. 31) varies

in relation to the angle of attack, the trinmed normal force can be read

by meansof this "blanket".

The change in the normal force in relation to a deflection of the flap

of the canard is evident from Fig. 31c. In the figures the effect of

the flap of the canard in comparison with that of the elevator is very

limited as a consequenceof the fact that a great portion of the contribution
from the normal force is lost in the form of interference on the main wing.

The principal objective of the flap of the canard is, thus, not to furnish
a contribution of its ownto the total normal force or llft but instead to

balance the deflection of the elevator (i.e., to contribute to the pitching

moment)and, thus, give rise to a positive contribution from the elevator

to the normal force (see Fig. 32).

Before we proceed to discuss longitudinal stability, it may be appropriate
to illustrate how the characteristics of the normal force of FPL 37 hold

up in comparison with those of our preceedlng types of aircrafts, i.e.,
FPL 35 and FPL 32:

CN

/32

/
/
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Fpl 32 (klaff 0 °)
l

t Sref -

37.4 m2

Fig. 32. The characteristic
of the normal force of

FPL 37 in comparison with

that of FPL 35 or FPL 32.
Untrimmed aircrafts.

Key: 1. Flap.
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Conventional aircrafts with swept-back wings must rely on heavy and

complicated mobile elevating arrangements (e.g., large trailing edge and

leading edge flaps) in order to be able to compete with delta-winged

planes in respect to lift. This is all right at low speed but for several

reasons it is difficult to utilize such arrangements effectively when

maneuvering at high speed. In many countries this is at present one

of the most vital current problems of the aerotechnicians of the 1970s.

2.4 Longitudinal Stability, Pitching Mcment and Margin of Stability

We have seen how the aerodynamic forces affecting an aircraft can be

distinguished into several partial contributions. If we now look at an

aircraft from the side (all the forces are supposed to attack within the

symmetry plane of the aircraft), it is easy to demonstrate - llke in

Fig. 33 - how the different partical forces act at different distances

from the point of gravity (or the reference point) of the aircraft. Each

partial contribution furnishes a (pitching) moment around the reference

point. In the case of a slender aircraft as FPL 37 the partical forces

are rather well dispersed longitudinally. In respect to the normal force

it is - Just like before - possible to distinguish the pitching moment

and its partial contribution into one part, independent of the angle of

attack (a zero contribution) and one part, dependent on the angle of attack.

If using the coefficients, this can be written:

c :c : +cm

The zero contribution is in general minor and is of no importance at

low speed.

The portion depending on the angle of attack is, on the other hand,

considerable and of essential importance, since it decides directly

whether the airplane is longitudinally stable or not.

The most important partial contribution of the aerodynamic forces in

the case of an tmtrlmmed FPL 37 is evident frc_ _g. 33 (by an ,_utrim_ed

aircraft we mean that any deflection of the elevator plus the deflection

of the canard flap will equal zero).

/33
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Fig. 33. Partial contributions to the normal force of FPL 37. Attack

points and approximate relations between the magnitude of
the different contributions.

Key: NN means the cc_tributlon of the bow of the fuselage.

NL

1.
2.

" " " of the air intakes.

" " " of the canard

" " " of the interference load on

the wing, caused by the canard.

" " " of the main wing.

The resultant pitching moment, M.

Definition of'a positive direction of the

pitching moment.

The resultant force (N in Fig. 33) is equal to the sum of the partial

contributions n_ntioned above and corresponds to the total untrimmed normal

force of the aircraft.

At positive angles of attack this will, thus, produce a lowering moment

on the bow of the aircraft. Since the normal force increases with increasing

angle of attack, the pitching moment will become increasingly negative (the

definition of a positive moment is evident from Fig. 33). Thns, the following

is valid:.

Statically lon_itudinally stable aircraft:

o The resultant normal force (the,portion dependent on the angle

of attack lles behind the point of gravity (the reference point).

o An increase in the angle of attacl leads to _n increasingly

negative (bow-down) moment.
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The greater the distance between the point of attack and the ref. point,

the more stable is the airplane. The reverse (i.e., N in front of the

reference point) produces a "nose-up" moment in relation to an increasing

angle of attack, which results in a longitudinally unstable aircraft.

In the case of an ordi.'_ary,longitudinally stable aircraft with an

ideal, linear characteristic of the pitching moment, the latter depends,

consequently, on the angle of attack and is, thus, = 0 only at a single

angle of attack.

During the flight it is therefore necessary to restore the equilibrium

of the moments, which is one of the conditions for being able to fly

straight ahead. This is usually accomplished by deflection of the ele-

vators. It is necessary to balance, - or "trim" - the aircraft and for

each angle of attack, a certain deflection is necessary for achieving

the correct "trim".

Figur_ 34 illustrates how a conventional elevator behind the reference

point affects the moment of a stable aircraft.

An upward deflection of the elevator (according to the d_finition =

a negative deflection of the elevator) is, thus, necessary for restoring

the equilibrium at normal, positive angles of attack. This means that

the deflection of the elevator delivers a negative contribution to the

lift, the greater the wider the angle of attacM is and the greater the more

stable the aircraft is. In order to avoid unnecessarily large losses due

to trimming the aircraft must, thus, not be too stable.

To achieve an ideal, recti-linear graph of moment, the dependency cn

the angles of attack must be adjusted so that the final result ends in

a momental curve, if possible looking like in Fig. 34.

The gradient of the Cm graph is, thus a direct measure of longitudinal

stability. The gradient of the Cm (e) graph is called the "margin of

stability" and is usually written as a.C_6 s. Its standard size in the

case of FPL 37 (in reference to the mean position of the point of gravity)

is, at low speed, on the order of 0.3 m. The msKn_itude is determined in

part by the actual variation of the point of gravity of the alrcraft, in
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I a)_ C m - f ( _ ) f6r inst_ilt och irmbilt fpl, _ b) Cm - f (CN) f6r Jnstabilt och rtabilt fp!

T "ri_,,_,,_t2. 2

koefficien! U m ' Cm

_'_ l0 hiscabilt

I _ _ d' (f6r art ¢rimma In fpl

I ">.'<'"-" °"°'
I

Fig. 34. Key: 1. a) Cm = f (_) for an nnstable as well as a stable aircraft.

2. Coefficient of pitching moment, Cm
3. Unstable aircraft.

4. Angle of attack, _.

5. Angle of elevator, 6e trim (for trdzmdng an aircraft at the

anglO,of attack, %rlm-
6. Elevator, 0° .
7. Stable aircraft.

8. Two manners of illustrating whether an aircraft is statically

stable longitudinally.

9. b) Cm = f (CN) of an unstable as well as a stable aircraft.
i0. Unstable airdraft.

ll. Normal force coefficient, ON.
12. Stable aircraft.

part in respect to what extent the shape of the graph of the mccent is affected

by different aerodynamic factors (see below).

By means of Fig. 35 it is easy to demonstrate what happens when the distance

between the point of attack,belonging to the load and depending on the angle

of attack, and the reference point is altered. If the stability margin is

reduced, a position will gradually be reached where the gradient = 0 and where,

consequently, Cm will not change when _ is altered. A neutral stability has

been achieved. The reference point ( the position of the point of gravity)

corresponding to a gradient (i.e., the stability margin) = 0 is called the

neutral point (abbreviated as NP). When the neutral point is the same as

the reference point, the pitching moment will take the form, shown in Fig. 36.

Neutral (indifferent) stability means, thus, in practice that the aircraft

is extremely sensitive for a deflection of the elevator.
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C m 1 ('Rl:pmom_nt-
koefficient_

=! Cm - f (od

2
_,_ Anfallwinkel

•.- (_

3
BIktungt fpl

4
Framtungt fpl

Cm b) Cm - f (CN| 5

I _ 4Framtungt fpl

Fig. 35. Effect of the position of the point of gravity (the reference point)

on the dependency of the coefficient of pitching moment on the angle
of attack.

Key: 1. Cm (coefficient of pitching m(_uent)
2. Angle of attack.

3. Tail-heavy alrcarft.

4. Bow_heavy aircraft.
5. Normal force coefficient.

Cm

e =_=mmmm= _mmmm. m e_

W

C N (G)

Fig. 36. Pitching moment as a cor_equence
of the normal force of an aircraft

with neutral stability.

Unstable graphs of moment can in combination with advanced steering auto-

matics be utilized in order to profit from the lift due to deflection of the

elevator. For practical and/or econc_Ical reasons FPL 37 does, however, not

utilize this instability but is designed as a conventional, stable aircraft.

The mean position of its point of gravity, X65 = 12350, has been selected so

that a satisfactory stability can be achieved even during difficult flying

conditions together with an external load (the stability marg_Lu at low speed

will be on the order of O. 3 - 0.5 m, which is a rather representative measure

of the distp..ucebetween the neutral point and the point of gravity in respect

to an airplane of that size).

It is usually not difficult to select a position of the point of gravity

when designing an aircraDt so that the plane will become stable. It is
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considerably more difficult to avoid localized instability at certain angles

of attack. This is very common in the case of aircrafts with a snmll aspect

ratio. From the point of view of flight characteristics it is important to

avoid non-linear graphs of moment. Therefore the problems pertaining to

FPL 37 will be discussed in rather great detail. Figure 37 illustrates an

example of what a graph of moment can actually look like.

C m

In case A the local stability

margin equals the gradient of the

tangent of the curve at that point

and this can, therefore, differ

considerably frcm the mean stabi-

lity margin.

It is an esay task to achieve

a linear graph of moment in respect
Fig. 37. Graph of the pitching
moment with non-linear charac- tp a slender aircraft with a large

teristics, longitudinal scattering of the lift

(normal force) portions. In order to touch upon sc_e of the problems, we

shall demonstrate how the porticas of llft (normal force) vary in relation

to the angle of attack in the cases of the bow of a fuselage, typical delta

wings with different sweep-back angles of the leading edge, and the inter-

fering load induced on the wing by the canard and typical of FPL 37.

e) Kroppsnomr

CN

b) Deltavirlgar " "

_o° 65o
,_c,,, / / .,so °

Examples of how various partial contributions to CN

vary in relation to the angle of attack.

a) Bow of fuselages; b) Delta wings;, c) see p. 48.
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c) Interferenslast p& huvudvingen or-
sakad av nosvingen (rak C.,-k4lrakteri-
stik hol nolvingen qiilv) r.

(Y
w

Fig. 38 (cont.). Examples of how various

partial contributions to CN vary
in relation to the angle of attack,

c) Interference load on the wing

caused by the canard (linear

CN characteristic of the canard
itself.

In the cases of swept-back or delta

w'_,£;s with large lateral extentlon, the

course of the separation, taking place

before the wing actually stalls, plays a major role for the appearance of the

graph of pitching moment. In addition to the effect due to the configuration

of the wing itself, the course of the detachment is also affected _ the area

of interfez_; flow within which the wing is placed (cf. Fig. 19). I_ is

typical for acute swept-back wings and delta wings with leading edge separation

that there is a large local load in the direction of the chord close to the

tip. Tip separation starts there and off-loading of the trailing portion of

the wing follows. The increase in lift becomes damped and the entire lift

resultant of the wing will be moved forward. A so-called _pltch-up" occurs:

cf. Fig. 39.

\

Fig. 39.

cm /4
'. Hehl ving(m

,0 ,oo '=oo / '=o"X

=iv wkundiir- " T • _
avl6ming vid | _ _,,C,.., A

l vi._,,_,. " _1 ,,k" cN
• _z_,.i.u _ !_ -"

bqSrjar - !_@ _

Characteristics of the pitching moment of a delta wing.

Key: 1. Effect due to secondary separation at moderate a.

2. Separation starts at the wing tip.

3. Strong local instability, "pitch-up".

4. The entire wing is detached.

5. Area of super-stall.
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In the worst case the pitch-up can be so severe that it cannot be counter-

acted by elevator deflection, especially since the trailing edge flap of the

wing loses part of its effect when the wing has been detached. In the case

of delta wings, small, momentary changes in the type of flow can occur (e.g.,

sudden locally appearing, secondary separation below the leading edge vortex).

This produces graphs og moment with a "kink", in principle similar to that

in Fig. 40.

/38

%

Cm 1 Tippmomentkarakteristik mad Iokal oliniaritet (klink miler "hack')

CN

I
instabilitet "_
inom ett litlt \
onfallsvinkel-
ornrllde

3 Typiikl flmornen ho$ an ran deltavi ,,M
antingen inom hell undarljudfartomr_(lat
lilac ockiti Iokalt rid transmniska fortlr

Fig. 4O.

Key: I. Characteristic of

pitching moment with local

non-llnearity (a kink or
a "nick").

2. Local instability within a

narrow range of angles of attack.

3. A typical phenomenon pertaining

to a "typical" delta wing within

the entire range of subsonic flight

or, locally, during trans-sonic flight.

The air flow around the wing can frequently be affected when, for instance,

external equipment is mounted below the aircraft. Deflection of the elevators

or ailerons can also disturb the circulation across the wing. In the case of

FPL 37 we have succeeded by means of a suitable choise Of leading edge sweep-

back, plana_ shape and the mutually relative positions of wing and canard as

well as their sizes to achieve a configuration with a practically linear grapD

of mcmentum up to ca. 28°. The pitch-up ensuing is attenuated because the

canard starts to lose lift at approximately the same time as the pitch-up

effect reaches its maximum. Figure 41 gives an idea of the work behind this

and also of the sensitivity of FPL 37 to changes in the design. The figure

illustrates the effects on the longitudinally stability, exerted by the raised

position of the canard and its length as well as the sweep-back of its

leading edge in addition to the effects of the planar shape of the wing.

(cf. also Fig. 24).
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Key to Fig. 41:

i. _ Data on longitudinal stability of two mntually interfering delta-

wings in tandem fonmation at low speed.

2. (Eeference point selected so that the same margin of stability is

achieved at narrow angles of attack and a constant longitudinal

position)

3. (Areal correlation between canard and _ = 0.20)

4. Vertical position

5. a) Effect of the vertical position of the canard (NV)

6. (Longitudinal position O)

7. (CN = the synm_try chord of the canard)

8. b) Effect of the longitudinal position of the canard.

9. (Vertical position 0.1)

lO. Longitudianl positions 0.6, 0._, and O.2.

ll. Longitudinal position 0

12. c) Effect of the outer leading edge angle of the canard

13. (Longltudianl position 0, vertical position O.1)
14. d) Effect of tile outer leading edge angle of the main wing

15. (Longltu@dnal position O, vertical position O.I)

16. Longitudinal position 0.6, 0.4 and 0.2.

2.5 Effect of Modification of the Leading Edges of the Wing and the Canard

on the Pitchln_ Moment

It is, thus, possible to affect the course of the pitching mor_nt by means

of relatively limited modifications of the leading edges of the canard and the

main wing. This fact has also been utilized in order to improve the charac-

teristics of FPL 37. Such modifications are illustrated in Fig. _2.

Fig. 42. Various means for

eliminating local distur-

bances of the pitching moment.
Key: 1. Cambering of the leading

edge of the wing.
2. Bending down (leading

edge flap)
3. Vortex dividers (guide

rails

4. Notch in the leading edge.

5. "Sawtooth notch" in the

leading edge.
6. Cross sections
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All these modifications contribute to smoothing out or straightening

the course of the graph of pitching moment. They will be discussed below.

a) Cambering

The main objective of cambering is to reduce the drag at wide angles of

attack. As a side effect the longitudinal stability as well is affected.

In part the limit of the angle of attack is raised at a point where the

to leadi._ edge separated flow occurs (Fig• 43):

/40

Fig. 43. Effect of a cambered leading edge of the wing on the lift (normal

force) and the pitching moment of a delta wing•

Key: I. Reduction of the effective angle of attack results in ...

2. Flat wlng.

3. Camberedwing.
!- Area cambered

Conversion to'leading edge separated flowj. •

6. delayed conversion to leading edge separated flow.

In part the position of the leading edge vortex, too, is affected just

llke the size of the secondarily separated area (cf. Fig. 17) and its increase

in size in relation to an increasing angle of attack. In less fortunate

cases of a badly adjusted cambering, abrupt conversions of the circulation

can occur.

By allowing the cambering to diminish toward the wing tip, the conversion

to leading edge separated flow can be v_de to start at the tip mud proceed

inward. In reverse, an increased camber toward the tip can make the starting

point proceed rearward in relation to widening angles of attack. It is also
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Fig. 44. Effect of leading edge cambering on the circulation around a

delta wing.

Key: 1. a) Characteristics of the moment.

2. Reduced stability, occurring early, due to altered secon-

dary separation of a cambered wing.

3. Gradual reduction of the stability of a flat wing.

4. The cambered wing retains more satisfactory characteristics

of stability at wide angles of attack than a flat wing does.
5. b) Circulation.

6. The cambering moves the leading edge vortex outward.

7. The area. secondarily separated, is moved outward and the

spreadir_ of the area at increasing angles of attack is

hampered.
8. (the size and develo_nent of the area, secondarily separated,

determines the Om characteristic, ,e.g., how much border layer

material is added to the leading edge vortex. )

to affect the course of the separation at the wing tip Within narrow limits.

Cambering, satisfactory from the point of view of drag, is not always

satisfactory from the point of view of stability. It is particularly easy

to lose stability at wide angles of attack when the area secondarily separated

increases in size. In the case of FPL 37, the external portions of the canard

and the wing are provided with cambered leading edges. These curvatures com-

pensate in general for each other in relation to longitudinal stability.
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b) Par_itionlng of the Vortex Layer, - "the Sawtooth Notch"

In order to counteract too sudden changes in the size of the areas, secon-

darily separated, the layer of leading edge vortices and be partitioned and,
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Fig. 45. Effects of vortex dividers and leading edge with a sawtooth notch.

Key: 1. a) Vortex partitioning by means of guide rails.
2. With ...

3. without vortex partitioning.

4. Line separating the air flow on the upper and the lower sides,

respectively.

5. Portion of the guid rall effective, for partitioning of the
vortices.

6. b) Vortex partitioning by means of sawtooth notch.

7. Point where the separation starts at the tip.
8. The advanced position of the leading edge beoynd the sawtooth

and the increased sweep-back of the leading edge outer part
contribute to further stabilize the air flow.

thus, a softer transition can be accomplished. In general the total lift can be

somewhat altered when more air from the boundary layer is fed into the area,

secondarily separated. Vortex dividers in the form of guide rails (fences)

are found on the outer portion of the wing of FPL 35. On the prototype of

FPL 37 there was also similar fences on the outer portion of its wing. How-

ever, a corresponding effect can be achieved by means of the _nt girders

below the wing or if a jack or "notch" is made in the leading edge of the

wing. A notch is used for splitting up the vortices of, among others, the

Mirage III. The effect of vorte_ dividers and sawtooth notches is evident

from Fig. 45.

The final flne-adjustment of the graph illustrating the mc_ent of FPL 37

was achieved by introducing a down-curved addition (a slat) to the leading

edge of the main wing at its extreme end. In connection with the reconstruction
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the antenna pod, previously placed on the lower side of the wing, was moved

so that it became "integrated" with the sawtooth. This further i_proved the

efficiency of the leading, sawtoothed edge at the same time as the level

of vibration at large load factors and high speed was also improved. Finally,

the new construction provided a possibility for introduclrg still another

position of an _nt girder (i.e., R 7).

c.

O

-O.os-

6

'. -Opel5 c_v- A P

I " \ _ .,.¢ek,,,,,d_,.,,_,. huvwrvi,,,Re-_,," "_
n.os- _ _ J Iosein9 bO'rl'Qr, I - /

" h_- _ _"_jj / /

Fi_;. 46. Effect of the course of the air flow on the characteristics of the

pitching moment of the EPL 37 configuration.

Key: 1. Flow separated by the leading edge begins.
2. Canard.

3. Wing.
4. Secondary separation starts; the main wing

5. Tip detachment starts;the main wing.
6. Tip detae3mment starts; the canard.

The addition of the sawtooth led to that it became possible to increase

the sweep-back of the leading edge at the extreme portion of the outer wing

from 59.9 ° to 63° . Thanks to the cambering and the increased sweep-back of

the leading edge, an especially stable air flow close to the wing tip _ms

accomplished. The favorable effect, achieved by further advancing the starting

point of the vortex at the outer portion of the wine to a position in front of

the leading edge of the central wing contributes also to the stability. A

"brisk" start of the vortices is obtained without interference from the leading

edge of the central portion of the wing. The stabilizing of the circulation

across the outer portion of the wing, acccmpllshed thanks to the sawtooth,

did also lead to that the disturbances due to external equipment could be

reduced.
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2.6 Characteristics of the Pitchin_ Moment of FPL 37 in Comparison

With that of Other Aircrafts

The conclusive graph illustrating the moment of FPL 37 in comparison

with that of FPL 35 and FPL 32 is shown in Fig. 47. The characteristics of

the pitching moment of FPL 37 is also compared with that of some foreign

aircrafts.

\
k

Fig. 47. Key: I. a) Characteristic of the pitching moment of some \

delta-winged aircrafts; a comparison.

2. at low speed
3. f_l = aircraft

_. FPL 35 (reference point: STA Xl -- i0000)

5. FPL 37 (reference point: STA = 12850)

6. Mirage III (wind tunnel experiments with a schematic model,
reference : TN HSA-137)

7. (note: the kink in the graph of the moment of the _rage at

ca. 17° has since been alleviated by making a notch in and

can_erlng the leading edge of the wlng.)
8. b) Characteristic of the pitching moment of FPL 37 in corgoarison

with some aircrafts with swept-back wings.
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It is evident that the graphs of the pitching moments become disturbed

at n_ch narrower angles of attack in the case of conventional, swept-back-

winged aircrafts. The strong pitch-up of FPL 32 at relatively narrow

angles of attack is due to the fact that the stabilizer becomes shaded at

the same time as the separation above the wlng starts. The efforts made

in order to improve the characteristics of the moment of modern aircrafts

are evident, e.g., in respect to the F-4, where again there is a V-position

of the outer wing and the stabilizer and where the outer portion of the

wing is equipped with a sawtooth notch.
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2.7 External Aerodynamic Factors Affectin_ the Longitudinal Stability of

the Basic Aircraft at Low Speed

_he effect caused by the presence of the grotmd (ground interference)

is an important external factor affecting the characteristics of the longi-

tudinal stability of FPL 37. This condition can cause a considerable change

in the otherwise satisfactory basic longitudinal stability of the aircraft

and shall therefore be described in detail.

a) Ground Interference

Like in the case of most conventional aircrafts, the ground interference

causes an increase in the longitudinal stability of FPL 37, the more pronounced,

the closer to the ground the aircraft flies. The effect can be felt already

at an altitude corresponding to a cot_ole of aircraft-lengths only. The in-

crease in stability depends on the fact that the lifting force on the trailing

portion of the wing increases. This increase becomes particularly notice-

able in respect to shapes which make use of wide angles of attack when lan-

ding and have a large wing surface placed far back. The phenomenon is well

known by those who have flown FPL 35. The same type of disturbances of the

moment occurs there.

The effect of the ground interference on the normal force and the pitching

m_r_nt is evident from __g_ 48. The wings flaps are also affected - but more

about that later on.
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Fig. 48. Effect of ground interference; FPL 37.

Key: I. Coefficient of normal force.
2. In contact with the ground.

3. Without presence of the ground.
4. (FPL 37, low speed, aircraft ready to land; conf. TO, L)

5. Angle of attack, a.
6. Result: The normal force increases and the aircraft

becomes more longitudinally stable when approaching

the ground.
7. b) Coefficient of the pitching moment.

Definition:

Below FPL 37 with the landing gear lowered and the f_&ap of the

canard deflected at -30 ° will be designated as "Configuration TO, L"

(abbreviated as: TO, L) while sn aircraft without any external load

shall be called "Configuratic_ Combat" (abbreviated as: CO).
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The large increase in llft in the presence of the ground Can - when

us_n_ the _orteK.analo_ like above - be explained as a reflex phenomenon;

cf. Fig. 49.

The reflected vortex impants a further reductlc_ in the flow speed

below the lower surface of the wing with an increase in pressure below the
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Fig.
mirror effect.

Key: 1. Direction of undisturbed

air flow, speed V
2. Lift associated with

ground effect.

3. Lift without ground effect.

4. Change in speed caused by

the reflected vortex.

5. Ground level

6. _he reduction in speed
below the lower surface

of the wing produces in-

creased pressure below

the wing.

wing as a consequence. The circulation around the wing becomes more forceful

because "the difference in velocity of the flow across the upper and the

lower surfaces is increased.

The powerful "nose-down" moment depends on the fact that the rear portion

of the wing at such angles of attack is closer to the ground and, thus, is

most affected by the interference of the ground effect.

b) Air Intake Factor

Considerably more air enters the air intake at low speed than the amount

corresponding to the speed of free flow. The amount of air sucked . in

when compared to that at a speed of free flow is usually expressed as the

air intake factor, i.e. :

air flow through air intake

CA = ....
density of the air x speed of free flow x intake area

With the aircraft at an angle of attack, a reorientation of the air flow

occurs at the air intake. The change in direction of the intake impulse

results in an upward-directed force on the cross section of the air intake:

cf. Fig. 50.

Tb.e force resulting from the reorientation is proportional to the air-

intake factor and the size of the angle of attack and provides, thus, a de-

stabilizing contribution to the pitching mcment ,, (a "nose-up" moment).
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Fig. 50. The sir intake factor and its effect on the logitudinal stability.
Key: 1. Air intake.

2. Air intake pipe.

3. Air intake factor,
4. Maximum traction. CA"

5. Trlm_ed flight at constant speed.
6. Speed.

7. Normal force caused by the reorlentatlng impluse of the
air intake.

Other, lesser disturbances of the moment occur in addition to the effect

of the reorienting impulse due to the altered flow conditions across the

canard. Thus, e.g., the local angle of attack can change in front of the

canard when the shape of the alb intake is altered.
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Fig. 51. Key: I. (the entire aircraft); 2. (effect of CA).

This effect exists for all aircrafts equipped with air intakes in front of

the point of gravity (thus, also for FPL 35) but it is especially noticeable

in the case of FPL 37, in part because this plane can fly at such a slow speed

(which means a large air intake factor) in ccmbination with wide angles of

attack and, in part due to the large amount of air used by the FPL engine

(a high-pressure turbofan engine).

This effect should up to a point be taken into consideration in connec-

tion with the aerodynamic design of the plane, but since this aircraft shall

be able to fly at low speed as well as at high speed, a compromise must usually

be made.
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2.8 Problems of Longitudinal Stability When Deflectln 5 the Flap of the

Canard

Deflection of the flap of the canard contributes - briefly stated - only

a zero moment (see below), independent of the angle of attack. When the load

on the canard is increased, the part of the pitching mcment, which depends on

the angle of attack, and, consequently, the longitudinal stability as well

became affected. The air flow around the canard is in the case of FPL 37

so stable thanks to the interference of the wing that no major change in

stability occurs before the plane reaches angles of attack, wider than 27° .

Then the pitch-up when the flap is deflected will be even smoother than in

the case of an unloaded airplane without the flaps deflected. Before selecting
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the final configuration of the flaps of FPL 37, problems were encountered in

the form of local detachment at the flap which caused disturbances of the

kind called " a dip" in the graph of the mc_nent: cf. Fig. 52.

2 3

A c_ enkel klaff spaltklaff

nosvin2cL'lazf )0° _ 4- _
I_ _odi.ierat spaltklaffutfSrande (optimerad =palt och

_<_irve!generator (_YG) pA nosviz4zenz 8versida fram-

- __ utfSran_e _e._el-

" _. lananingskonfig (konf. I,) {
_ l_naning

_°rent fpl (1:onfig, CO)

Fig. 52. Effects

Key: 1.
2.

3.
4.

1

6.
7.

of a slotted flap on the longitudinal stability of FPL 37.
Flap of canard at 30°.

Plain flap.

Slotted flap.

Modified design of the slotted flap (slot optimized and a

vortex generator, VG, on the upper surface of the canard
in front of the flap).

original design (plain flap).
Landing configuration (Conf. L).

Landing, unloaded aircraft (Conf. CO).

The "dip" caused local instability at certain angles of attack. In addition

there was a risk for vibrations. For the final shape of FPL 37 the problem was

solved by a careful design of the slot on the canard flap and the introduction

of a vortex generator (a boundary layer control) on the upper surface in front

of the center-bearing of the flap. The vortex generator is shaped like an

obliquely positioned triangular fin and functions llke a delta wing at wide

angles of attack. The turbulent flow takes care of the boundary layer behind

the vortex generator. The disorderly flow close to the surface of the wing

changes into one more orderly and stable.

This measure illustrates the solution of a typical problem when designing

the slot of the flap (it applies to all aircrafts with slotted flaps) in order

to avoid interference from the attachments (hinges) of the flaps-and other

maneuvering organs.
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Fig. 5B.

Virv¢lgene rc_tor'n
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Io_3rir,een

Placement of a vortex generator on the canard.

Key: 1. The vortex generator counteracts inter-

ference from the central-axial bearing
of the flap.

2.9 Problevs of Longitudinal Stability When Deflectin_ the Elevator

Just like when deflecting the flap of the canard, a deflection of the

elevator will change the zero moment only within the area of normal flight.

Like in the case of the flap of the canard, the deflection of a trailing edge-

elevator of a delta wing will affect the circulation around the wing tip

in special cases due to the fact that the change in load becomes locally of

major importance at that point.

At large, positive deflection of the elevator, the pitch-up can become

magnified such as illustrated in Fig. 54. In practice this phenomenon is of

minor importance since an unfavorable combination of elevator angle an angle of

attach cannot be achieved during trimmed flight.

1

"._'e" O h,;a,-_. 3
d.- -I0' ._pp4

O_S ! i_lclroc[re_ nc_l_ov.evr_;l|sl-oH-

6;o I<rcF'$is_r¢ pik6-up rid h_,])c_-
rocierut_|cL_ ned._._-, dvs_. _6:ac_
belo.s_n;n_ _v vi_c_spet',s_v_.

Fig. 54. Effect of the elevator on the characteristics of the

pitching mc_ent of FPL 37.

(Key: see p. 65)
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Key to Fig. 54:

i. ("clean" aircraft, FPL 37 at low speed)
2. Downward
3. Elevator
4. Upward
5. Note' The contribution of the zero mon_nt of the elevator is not

included in the figure.

6. Thus: A more forceful pltch-_o occurs at the deflection of the ele-

vator downward; i.e., when the load on the wing tip increases.

A cause contributing to this phenomenon is the sawtooth notch in the

leading edge of the outer wing of FPL 37. It contributes to the fact that

the graph illustrating the moment at large positive deflections of the

elevator will have a smoother course than that in the case of a delta

wing with a smooth edge.

2.10 Problems of Longitudinal Stability in Connection With an External Load

The FFL 37 is able to carry an external load suspended at 7 points of

attachment (3 below the fuselage, 4 below the wings). A more complicated

picture of the air flow occurs when the aircraft carries an external load.

In part forces and moments are added to the aircraft by the external load,

in part it affects the circulation around the aircraft and, thus, the

characteristics of the lift and the mc_ents. The large airfoils of the plane

in relation to the external equipment carried cause the contribution due to inter-

ference to beceme a major source of disturbances on FPL 37 while, on the

other hand, the effects of the aerodynamic forces, directly affecting the

external load, are small.

The greatest interference with the longitudinal stability originates

fl_mm the external load when placed below the root of the wing (at the V7

girder). Due to the fact that, in part, the equipn_nt is placed on the

wing in front of and below its leading edge, the fronts of the sums are

subjected to a lateral as well as an t_oward flow, induced by the vortex

systems of the canard as well as the main wing. Local detachment and vor-

tices appear therefore relatively quickly in relaticr_ to the _.ncre_ased

angles of attack of these parts. The disturbances lead to that the stable

separation above the main wing, caused by the leading edge, is interfered with
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in such a manner that, in part, the development of the leading edge vortex

becomes locally obstructed and, in part, low energy sir (a boundary layer)

is added to the leading edge vortex of the main wing.

_e result is that the wing gradually loses its llft in relation to an

increase in angle of- attack, which means that the stability is lessened.

The reduction in stability is further accentuated by the fact that the

external load below the wing moves the point of gravity farther rear,yard.

The O4-mlssiles, placed below the wing constitute the worst alternative

of external load from the point of view of stability. Their aerodynamic

effect is evident from Fig. 55.

_pJ 37 reed ur&pru_9[_ 9 1 Fpl 3"/ rned sdg_o.nci_Herv_'nSe 5

Cm v;'_de- Cm i ser;eu_'_,-a.qd.e

i=1_1p_n reed

Fi_ _ptan reed

' L m,.,,,-
tCco.t co) 8

Plan_otm holb v;ndhJnnel- S=_ai_mdvinm¢ i or- _qfc_nd_Cr_k_n( " i _luf-
prov(:_d provfolkon_i_, vid _ lo/¢unq|iqf ._;e=_nd_ ._itfl'_ u_F//r=nde v.ed c_atchn-
_/dtvx Tb'r f6"r_ f'l_dni. _ . meal I_b_halld _,,_l-_mn- _._le_n ;nte_r'eec_l i =¢_cdfond¢_

/
,erodynlrnlk /V_rveldel_re p_, v;_cjens =nderJ;;c_ l0
lure. 1876 Ci_r_,de= ==l=lr;s p_ provfkjgpl=unew _

Fig. 55. F_fects on the longitudinal stability of O_-_lssiles, placed below
the wing;, as well as of an outer wing with a saw_ooth edge.
Key: 1. T_L 37 with the initial type of w_;.

2. Area of instability.
B. Aircraft with 2 wlng-mounted 04-missiles.
4. Aircraft without load (Conf. CO).

5. FPL 37 with serialized wing with a sawtoothed edge.

6. Thus, less disturbance due to the external load when the

wing is equipped with a sawtooth. [Key cont. p. 67.
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Key to Fig. 55, cont:

7. Aircraft with 2 wlng-mounted 04-mlssiles.
8. Aircraft without a load (Conf. CO).

9. Design of a wind-tunnel tested configuration of a test plane at

the time of the first flight.

lO. Vortex divider on the lower side of the wing (was never mounted

on the test plane).

ll. Initial design of a wing with a sawtoothed edge with the antenna

pod in the initial position.

12. Final design of the sawtoothed leading edge where the antenna pod

is integrated with the sawtooth.

During the design stage the disturbances caused by a wlng-mounted ex-

ternal load constituted a problem which could be solved by introducing a

sawtoothed edge on the outer portion of the wing; cf. Fig. 55. _nks to

the leading sawtoothed edge the local stability was considerably improved

in respect to both landing angles of attack (12 - 16°) and external load.

From the point of view of alr-worthlness, even the worst alternative, i.e.,

two wing-moun_ed 04-missiles on girder V 7, was no longer a problem.

As far as aerodynamics is cc_cerned, wing-mounted O4-missiles exert the

greatest effect. Next in order come

wing-mounted bomb carriages;

'_ " [arak] cases;

" " 05-mlssiles; and

" " counten_asure units.

The interference of _nt, mounted at the outer position (R 7) below

the wing, is minor from the point of view of aerodynamics, in part due to

the flow-stabilizing effect of the leading edge sawtooth. The a_ which

ccme into question for that girder positic_ have a low weight and require

less space as far as aerodynamics is concerned.

An external load, mounted on the fuselage, does not affect the longi-

tudinal stability but contributes rather to a favorable _^_*__ ..... of the

point of gravity in relation to the stability.
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2.11 Zero Moment_ Effect of the Canard Flap

As we have learnt above, the pitching moment can be distinguished

into one part, independent of the angle of attack (i.e., the zero moment),

and another part, dependent thereon; see Fig. 56.
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Fig. 56. a) Zero moment (Cmat _ = 0 or ON = 0).
1. Zero moment.

2. Contribution of pitching moment, independent of the angle of attack.
3. Contribution of the pitching moment, dependent on the angle of attac_

(part dependent on the lift).

4. The pitching moment can be distinguished into one part, independent

of _ (CL) and on dep4ndent on a (CL).
5. b) Partial contributions to the zero moment:

6. Bow of the fuselage.

7. Design of the cabin.

8. Position of the canard,

9. Bulge on top of the 9uselage; the distribution of the cross section

of the fuselage.
lO. Jet stream.

ll. External load. [Key cont. p. 69]
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Key to

13.

14.

15.

16.

Fig. 56 cont.

o the position of the wing;

o the relative vertical position of the wing;

o the canard and the fuselage;

o the torsion and cambering of the wing; and

o interference from other parts of the aircraft.

The position of the front of the airplan in relation to that of

the tail part ("bend in the fuselage")
Air intake.

Typical magnitudes of the coefficient of the zero mcment at low speed:

FPL 37, not loaded

" ", landing configuration
FPL 35 F
Mirage III

F-4, the Phantom

- o]oo6
+ 0.036

0.000

+ 0.010

- 0.023

The zero moment depends, among others, on such factors as the camber and

the position of the wing, the down-slope of the front of the fuselage, etc.

At low speed and an aircraft without load and flaps and elevators not deflected

(an untrinm_d aircraft), the zero moment is usually small in cc_oarison with

the contribution dependent on the angle of attack. It is, thus, of compara-

tively little interest. On the other hand, at higher speed the zero moment

gains in importance _f the angel of attack is narrow. When projecting a

new aircraft it is, therefore, important to design the fuselage and the

wings, etc., so that the zero moment can be favorably utilized, among others,

from the point of view of drag.

In the case of aircrafts with mobile flaps, such as that of the canard

on FPL 37, a considerable zero moment has - intentionally - been developed

also at low speed. The relative magnitudes of the zero manent and the moment

dependent on the angle of attack can be seen from Fig. 52. Due to the im-

portant pitch-up moment provided by the flap of the canard, additional lift

due to the wing flaps, amounting to 7 - 10% of the total lift, can be obtained

(like illustrated in Fig. 26) when flying in a balanced condition (during

trlnmed flight).

In order to utilize the flap of the canard in the most favorable manner,

this one has been designed as a slotted flap, due to which wider deflecting
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angles can be applied. The difference between an ordinary plain flap and

a slotted one is evident from Fig. 57.

" 2sp_Hk.l.l_
1 "Pipp mome rnt_||'_k'O_

V /4 ldcu_vi.A_i

Fig. 57. Comparison between a plain flap of the canard and a slotted flap.

Key: 1. Contribution to the pitching mement by the flap of the
canard.

2. Slotted flap.

3. Plain flap.

/4. Angle of flap, 6k .
5. Pressure distribution above the wing profile including

it trailing edge flap (principle).

6. Steep pressure gradient = risk for detachment at the

upper side of the flap.

7. A slotted flap allows for wlder deflecting angles by

counteracting separation at the flap.

The air flows from below through the slot of the flap and adds energy to

the boundary layer on top, thus, delaying the detachment, which otherwise

will occur when an adequately stee_ pressure gradient is reached. Like

evident from the reasoning concerning longitudinal stability, the shape of

the slot is of major importance. The fact that a flow on the top side,

separated by the leading edge, occurs, makes the design of the flap par-

tlcularly problematic. During the early stages of the 37-project, there

were plans for Further increasing the efficiency of the flap by injection

of air onto the upper side of the flap; see Fig. 58.

Ln addition to preventing separation, a reinforcement of the air flow

above the upper surface could be achieved by a highly energetic injection

of air so that the difference in the speed of the flow and the lift of the

canard was increased (due to so-called superclrculation). However, the air
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Fig. 58.

I
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Effect of blowing an air Jet across the flap ( air injection over
the flap of the canard, initially planned for FPL 37)

Key: 1. Addition to the pitching moment from various types of flaps
on the canard.

2. Air Jet flap.

3. Slotted flap.

4. Conventional flap.

5. Effect of supercirculation.

6. Flap angle, 6k.
7. Air Jet over flap.

8. Slotted flap.

9. The objective in both cases:

to prevent separation above the flap at wide flap angles.

Air Jets above the flap is most satisfactory but also
most expensive (it contributes also to reduced traction of

the engine and, in the case of FPL, prob.lems in respect to

the longitudinal stability).

Jet system was both heavy and expensive and offered a lesser margin when a

landing maneuver had to be aborted. It was therefore abandoned in favor of

a slotted flap.

When landing, the flap of the canard is lowered by 30°• During normal

flight, it shall be kept at -4 ° above the neutral position in order to provide

a favorable zero moment at high speed. To compensate for the additional con-

tribution to the zero moment at high speed caused by a heavy, wing-mounted

load it is, furthermore, possible to set the flap of the canard at -7°

2.12 Effects of the Elevator

Trlamed flight means flying in a balanced condition, i.e., so that the ,
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Fig. 59.

s_n of all the contributions to the pitching monent will be equal to zero.

In order to achieve this in respect to a conventional alrcrai_, a tail-

mounted steering mechanism with an elevator or, possibly, a mobile stabi-

lizer ("aA_-flying tail" or stabilizer) is employed.

Thus, a long lever arm is introduced and, consequently, a relatively

minor deflection of the rudder is necessary in order to obtain a balancing

moment. During normal flight with a stable aircrs__c a down-ward-dlrected

force is required for balancing the m_nent of the untrlmned plane. Trimmed

lift is lowe__rthan the lift acting on an untrinm_d plane; a loss of lift

due to tri_ (loss of normal force) will occur. In the case of delta-

winged aircrafts, the necessary trimming force is achieved by means of a

trailing edge flap, which in general is designed as a combination of an

elevator and an aileron (an "elevon"). The lever arm will be shorter and

the loss due to trimming larger than in the case of conventional aircrafts.

The neutral point of FPL 35 was moved forward by extending the root of the

wing in a forward direction. Thus, a longer lever arm and a lesser loss

due to trimming was produced in comparison with what is the case of an

ordinary delta-winged aircraft of a type like the Firage.

As far as FPL 37 is concerned, a longer elevator lever arm was achieved

due to the fact that the canard helps moving the neutral point forward. The

basic loss due to trlnm_ng without deflecting the flap of the canard is,

thus, also here less than that of a "pure" delta--_rged _L_craft. Ln addition,

a zero moment was created by lowering the flap of the canard. When landing,

this eliminates completely the loss due to trimming and at somewhat narrower
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angle of attack it even provides a trinm_d llft which is greater than the
one not triymned.

The deflection of the elevator necessary for trin_Ing at different

angles of attack in the case of aircrafts with or without a deflected flap

on the canard is illustrated in Fig. 60.

Fig. 60. (Cf. Fig. 52). Angle of elevator for trimming an aircraft in

relation to the angle of attack.

Key: 1. Reference point: STA X65 12350; low speed.
2. Angle of attack, a.

3. Alteration of elevator angle in order to sor_pensate for

the effect due to the flap on the canard.

A ca. 5° change in the elevator angle is necessary for trinmdng against

the normal (30° ) deflection of the flap of the canard.

The efficiency of the elevator is illustrated in Fig. 61, which shows

changes in lift and moment as a consequence of elevator deflection.

Just llke demonstrated in respect to the normal force, it is possible

to represent the dependency on the angle of attack and the elevator angle

in the form of a "blanket" within the same di_ by means of which the

difference between the change in moment per degree of angle of attack

and the change in moment per degree of elevator angle can be directly

read (Fig. 62).
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Fig. 61. Key: I. Coefficient of normal force of an aircraft without
external load.

2. Angle of elevator, 6e = +5°(or -5°)

3. Angle of attack, a.

4. Coefficient of pitching moment of an aircraft without

an external load (at low speed).

,:,.../f,,:,,,az _ fp/35
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3
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Fig. 62. Variatlc_ of pitching mc_ent in relation to the angle of attack and

the angle of the elevator.

Key: 1. Effective range of the elevator in relation to the-anglbs
of attack ranging from-lO ° to +30 ° •

2. x65 = 12350, low speed.
3. EfFect of complete deflection of the elevator at arc + lO°•
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It is evident that the elevator retains a certain efficiency also at

wide angles of attack as well as that the elevator of FPL 37 is relatively

more effective than that of FPL 35.

The satisfactory elevator effect of FPL 37 is a consequence of the de-

mand for its capability to fly at low speed. In order to avoid too great

sensitivity of the elevator when flying at high speed, the steering mecha-

nism has been designed with a variable gear, which automatically regulates

the interaction between the shift lever and the elevator as a lh_uction of

altitude and roach number.
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2.13 Effect of the Elevator in Association with the Ground Interference

Just like the lifting force on the wing is affected by the presence of

the ground due to the angle of attack, the lift is also affected by the

force exerted by the elevator. The change in elevator effect due to ground

interference cannot be ignored in the case of FPL 37. It magnitude is

shown in Fig. 63. At an increasing angle of attack, attenuation occurs

sooner because of the large increase in lifting power. This means that

_msx is attained at a narrower angle of attack and results in that a

large portion of the improvement in the elevator effect is lost at ca. 15°

angle of attack like illustrated in Fig. 63.

T;il._.oH ./ ilJ
1 Nonw_ll_t'¢skoel_.

P_" hb_ldroderu_l,. 9

!

Fig. 63. Fay: 1. Additica to the co-

efficient of normal force due to

deflection of the elevator.

2. (at _ = 0); 3. Elevator angle.

The total effect of the ground

interference on the normal force, the

pitching moment and the efficiency of

the elevator leads to that the angle

of attack and the angle of the ele-

vator, necessary for trimming, will

change. How large this change will

be can be seen from Fig. 64, where

it is also possible to make a com-

parison with FPL 35.
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Effect of the distance to the ground level on the angle of attack

and the elevator angle _or the purpose of trimming.

Key: 1. Main landing gear in contact with the ground.

2. Angle of attack, a.

3. Angle of attack at constant lift, Aa = 5° , (or A_ = 3°).

4. Distance to the ground level.

5. Angle of elevator, 6e.
6. Change in angle of the elevator (for trimming the aircraft

at constant speed):

7. Change in the angle of the elevator at constant speed and
lift.

2.14. Pitch Damping, Dynamic Lonsitudlnal Stability

A damped or dynamically stable aircraft tries constantly to resume its

equilibrium even though the plane is subjected to a sudden disturbance (e.g.,

an excessive deflection of the rudder or "kytt" [flutter9]) or is made to

rotate around some of its axes, e.g., the pitching axis.

From an aerodynamic point of view a measure of pitch damping constitutes

the sume of two additional pitching moments, superimposed on the contribution

to the pitching moment due to the angle of attack. These additional mcments

can be defined as follows (Fig. 65):
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g_ng n_ir anfallsvinkeln snabbt i_lms.

Fig. 65. i%
Key: 1.

.

.

.

e

e

9.

= Contribution frc_ the pitching moment due to effects of

time delay when the angle of attach Is rapidly changing. In

the case of FPL 37, this can be examplified by that the

= actual pitch damping; for an explanation, see the figure.

(pltch-down mcment), _ .

Contribution of the pitching moment in proportion to the
speed of rotation.

Rotation a the angular speed of q°/sec (i.e., radians/sec. ).

The angular speed is usually made non-dlmensional by division

of 2V/c (where V = the speed, c = the reference chord).

Contribution of the angle of attack when going upward varies
linearily in relation to the distance from the point of

gravity (TP).
Bow of the aircraft.

Condition' for satisfactory damping of the aircraft :of_ +must be negative (or, for aircrafts of the 37 class
the magnitude = 1.O).

TP = point of gravity.
Tail.

interference load of the vortex system of the canard does not

instantly "catch up" when the angle of attac_ is rapidly changed.
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Both these contributions are negative as far as FPL 37 is concerned

(pull-out and an increase in the angle of attack both contribute to a pitch-

down moment). Thanks to the fact that the canard and the wing are widely

separated lontltudlnally the attenuation is more satisfactory than in the

case of a delta-winged aircraft. The former contribution (_) dominates

over the latter (4); (for FPL 37 the Cmq = -1.25 at low speed, while

= -o.45.)

The variation in pitch damping in relation to the angle of attack at

low speed Is evident frcm Fig. 66. The _ diminishes considerably in con-

nection with the collapse of the flow at high angles of attack. The

contribution can usually be ignored at wide angles of attack (more than

40°).

Fig. 66. Joint partial contributions to the pitch damping as a

function of the angle of attack; FPL 37.

Key: i. Low speed. 2. Angle of attack, _.

/56

In the case of a conventional aircraft with a stabilizer, the latter

is responsible for a major portion of the damping. For comparison, the

aerodynsmic damping at low speed of FFLs 37, 35 and 32 as well as that of

two foreign aircrafts is shown below. All display adequate damping charac-

teristics.
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37 -1.7 46 m2 7.4 m

35 -I. 1 50 m2 5.319 m

32 -2.08 37.4 m2 3.14 m

F-4, the Phantom -3.3 49.2 2 4.88 m

the Mirage -I. 4 34 2 5.27 m

Note: q and & are standardized in the table via the equations:

_ = qc and - _c
q 2V & = _V

_ne attenuation is slighty affected by the ground interference and ex-

ternal loads. However, in practice this can be ignored.

3. DRAG AT LOW SPEED

3.I Dra_ on an Untrimmed Aircraft

It is custcm_nry when con_parlng perfozwmnce, etc., to make use of the

wind-related system, i.e., we speak of drag and lift instead of tangential

and normal forces, respectively. In general, the drag on an aircraft can be

distinguished into one part, independent of the angle of attack (i.e., the

or zero drag), and another part, dependent on the lift (angle of

attack), i.e., the so-called induced drag. This is valid for wlnd-related

systems. We demonstrated already in Fig. 29 how the induced drag depends on

and angle of attack (or the lifting force).

and induced drag is explained in Fig. 67.

_°_I__. I

Co 2 /

A ,,.a,,,,_Wd,,,t _4

_

Fig. 67. (Key see p. 80).

The distinction into zero drag

C_

c_
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Key to Fig. 67:

1. Drag coefficient.

2. (wind-related system)

3. Erag induced (by lift).

4. Zero drag.

5. Angle of attack, _.
6. Lift coefficient.

I,

The induced _rag has two typical characteristics:

It increases considerably more in relation to tha angle of attack than

what lift does. The dependency is approximately quadrangular at normal

angles of attack. This can be written:

= k. CL2 or _i=k " 2.
i

This is a simplification of the more complete expression of induced

drag which is:

CDi = kl . _2 + k2CL+ k3

1

where kl.
• (the aspect ratio). (the elliptic factor, e)

: (elliptic factor
e = i corres-

ponding to elliptic
distribution of

the load.

1 The induced drag grows larger, the smaller the aspect ratio of the

aircraft is; see. Fig. 68. Sharp-edged and thin wings are also un-

favorable.

\
"_ Ct.

Fig. 68. Key: I. Major (minor) aspect ratio, b2/S

2. Sharp ...

3 rounded leading edge.
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High-level induced drag Is typical of modernsupersonic aircrafts. A

useful side effect appears In that it is possible to quickly retard the

plane In certain situations by increasing the angle of attack. This pro-
perry can be utilized in tactical situations and in connection with the

landing In order to abbreviate the distance rolled (i.e., AD-braking).

The performance when turning and in respect to durability are, however,

strongly dependent on the magnitude of the induced drag. Therefore great

efforts are madewhendeslgnirg an aircraft Ln o_er to keep the induced

drag at a minimmm. This applies also to FPL 37.

A basic principle Is that the distribution of load must be elliptic

in order to produced the least possible drag. This is In principle demon-

strated in Fig. 69.

L

Fig.

gD 1

i oj_mn "
• / ellipJ-'_J_

r

69. The Effect of the distribution of load on the drag.

Key: I. Uneven.

2. ELliptic.

A trapezoidal wing with a large aspect ratio has a load distribution which

is rather similar to that of an ideal load distribution. Hewever, the mutual

interference between two airfoils placed in a tandem forv_tion makes It more

difficult to achieve an ideal distribution. We can apply, e.g., torsion of

the wing, local changes in planar shape or cambering (bending down) of the

leading edge as methods for affecting the appearance of the load distribution

at a given angle of attack.
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3.2 Dr84_ During Trimmed Flight

So far we have studied a case where all deflections of the elevators and
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the flaps equal zero. A correlation between the elevator an61e and the

can be obtained in a manner sizilar to that used for the angle of attack

while using the formula

2

ACD (elevator) = k • 6e

where 6 = the deflection of the elevator in degrees or scene other angular
e

measure and CD (elevator) = the contribution of drag due to the deflection

of the elevator.

At narrow angles of attack the additional drag is practically equal to

zero. At wider angles of attack the elevator tends to "flow along". The

least an_unt of elevator drag occurs during small deflections upward (i.e.,

a weakly negative 6e).

Since the angle of attack when flying is in a balanced condition ( =

trimmed flight) increases approximately in proportion to the angle of the

elevator (if the zero moment = 0), the drag due to tri_ can be illus-

trated as in Fig. 70:

2
" V';ll._l_:,,t-/ 4;11 ,,,ot_t_,_dade_.

1 .=._.,._/_ ha)'d.od..,-v;._e/ _a',- P3Q hajd,.oder_Jo 3 ,_÷,;....

Fig. 70. Key: 1. Elevator angle necessary for balancing the aircraft.
2. Contribution to the coefficient of drag due to the

deflection of the elevator, 6etri m.

In the case of aircrafts with a large, positive zero moment the minirmm_

of the drag due to trimming is displaced toward wider angles of attack. FPL

37 shows at 30° deflection of the canard flap the least amount of drag due

to trlnm_ng by the elevator when the angle of attack is about 15°. There is

instead a corresponding additicn to the drag caused by the flap of the canard.
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Trdnwing while utilizing tw___£surfaces instead of a single one can be applied

in order to reduce the total drag; see Fig. 71 below.

Fig. 71. Key: I. Drag coefficient.
2. Lift coefficient.

3. Trimmed drag.

4. Drag du__.ng t_ng by z_'_ of:AC_ , only the elevator on
5. Drag of an untrlnm_d aircraft. 6e the trailing edge

A_, ",(combination of canard
^_6k _flap and trailing edge

=_U6e ][elevator

This method can also be used when landing FPL 37.

3.3 Induction of Induced Dra_ by Cambering

'Ihe induced drag can be reduced by carbering or bending down the leading

edge of the aircraft. _he principle is evident from Fig. 72.

2 _./tem.dc
Ivrl&_,q- 3
A 6 I.veJ-&,-.., =v _._./vW v,',.,_,c',.=,_-

Plc*nl T 1• _% p/a.vtn_ /

r-..,_ - va-/vo'

Fr,_mE_r/_d lwW/ca*f/- Fig- 7@- Key: see p. 84.V. _ /¢o,.,po.,=./"_,o._ '-";'o¢ .
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Key to Fig. 72:

I. Flat wing.

2. Resulting lift.

3. Distribution of load (lift).

4. Cambered wing.

5. Fo_ard-directed lift component of

wing with a cambered leading edge.

6. Effect on the drag of a cambered

leading edge.

The same characteristic is utilized as that which makes a rounded leading

edge more favorable than a sharp one, i.e., the possibility for utilizing

the lower pressure on the upper surface of the wing in order to reduce drag.

Due to the camber the high rate of suction power on the upper surface

near the leading edge, caused by the air flow around It, will act upon a

surface sloping forward against the direction of the air flow. The result

is a foz_ard-directed component of the lift.

The csmberlng principle is applied for the leading edge of the canard

and the outer po_rtion of the ss_toothed leading edge of the wing. Due to

the fact that, in general, the elevator angle for trimming the plane during

straight-line flight (in order to achieve the most favorable extension)

amounts to a few degrees below zero (elevator deflected _pward), the camber

is reduced toward the wing tip close to the trailing edge elevator.

Induced drag does not come entirely without cost. The total drag at a

given angle of attack becomes scmewhat lower.

Another disadvantage is that the cambering of the leading edge causes

a minor increase of the zero drag, which is, however, more than con_pensated

for by the gain in drag at wider angles of attack such as used during

landing and when maneuvering with heavy load factors. In the case of FPL 37

advantages from the point of view of longitudinal stability were also gained

as a side effect of the increased drag.

/6o

3.4 Dra 6 and Tractive Force - FIFin _ in the "Second Regime"

The relation between traction and drag in the case of an aircl_a_*tof a

type llke FPL 37 is illustrated in Fig. 73.
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6
Ba,,/'_,'/

Hg. 73. Drag and traction in the first and second regimes.

Key: I. Traction, F (drag, D).

2. Increased drag in relation to reduced speed
due to increased angle of attack (increased

induced drag).

3. The increase in relation to increased speed

depends on the increase in dynamic pressure.

4. Secc_d regime.

5. First regime.
6. Trajectory velocity, V.

7. Angle of attack, _.

It has been demonstrated that in the case of an aircraft with a high level

of induced drag it is feasible to get down to such a low speed that the in-

duced drag begins to growln relation to the decreasing speed. Such aviation

in the second reglm_= proved to be a problem in connection with the work

when planning for FPL 37, where the stringent demands on low flying speed

were adament.

The risk _or unintentionally slowing down too much increased. An in-

stability developed which resulted in that tampering with the speed in con-

nection with a change in trinm_ng led to further interference with the speed.

In order to counteract this kind of speed instability in the second re,hue,

automatic speed control (AFK) was introduced for FPL 37. Due to this flying

becomes considerably easier at the low speed which the shape and the high

rate of traction permit.
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e THE AIRCEAFr IN _LATION TO AN OBLIQUE AIR FLOW_ A_C FORCES

AND MOMENTS: YAW EESISTANCE AND RUDDER EFFECT

4.1 General - Definition of Asymmetric Forces and Moments

So far only symmetric flight conditions have been studied, i.e., flying

without encountering an obliquely directed air flow (straight-line flying).

Now we shall consider the forces and moments which affect an airplane in

the case of an obliquely approa_ air flow (flying in an oblique air flow

and banking). The efficiency of the tail fin in the case of an oblique

air flow and the resistance to yawing will be treated in addition to the

forces acting upon the wings when in an oblique air flow as well as the

effect on the side rudder and the ailerons.

We shall start by defln_ the forces amd moments present due to an

oblique air flow.

1

nip_- -_

_ _ = angleairflow°foblique

C -- component force

L = rolling mement

N = yawing moment

Cno s = component force
affecting the

Cfena = component force
affecting the
tail fin

V = speed of free

_ Key: I. direction
of air flow

L

Fig. 74.

When encountering an oblique air flow (at lateral angle 8) component

forces act on the bow and the tail fin in the same _mer as cn the bow and

the wing when flying at an angle of attack. _nhe component forces create a

yawing moment (N) around the point of gravity. In addition the disturbance
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of the lift above the wing becomes asynmetrlcal at the combined angles of

attack and an obliquely approaching air flow. Usually the llft of the

windward wing tends to increase due to an increased oblique air flow while

the leeward wing loses about equally much lift. The normal force (or lift)

does not change substantially; on the other hand a considerable rolling

moment (L) of the aircraft develops. Non-dimensional coefficients can be

used in the same manner as in the case of symuetric forces and moments:

C

CC - qS - coefficient of component force,

N

Cn = qSb = coefficient of the yawing mement,

L

C1- qSb - coefficient of the rolling mc_ent,

where q = dynamic pressure, S = reference surface (wing surface) and b =

the wing span.

As far as FPL 37 is concerned we use b = lO.O,m and S = 46.0 m2. The

f_selage-related as well as the wlnd-related systems can be used in the same

manner as in the case of symmetric force coefficients. Below we will pri-

marily consider derivatives and coefficients of the fuselage-related

system. The variation in relation to an oblique air flow at an angle of

is illustrated in Fig. 75.

Cc

03
0.2
0.1.

/

Ro//,,,o,,,e,,t;coe_. 2
c,

ko

O.o:t

0.0_
o

/
5/<ro2,_s {o.;i -_te,,?

Fig. 75. Key: I. Coefficient of component force.
2. Coef_elcient of rolling moment.

3. Coefficient of yawing moment.

4. Lateral angle, 8.

5. Fuselage-related system (in wlnd-related systems the

rolling mon_nt is written CLs and the yawing moment Cns)
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It is evident fram Fig. 75 that all the three coefficients are approxi-

n_tely linearily dependent on the angle _ (up to I0°) of the oblique air

flow. The gradients of the graphs are therefore often used as a measure

of the sensitivity of the side force, the rolling and the yawing mcments

in relation to an oblique air flow.

The gradients are called: the component force derivative, CC6

the rolling m_ent derivative, Cl_

the yawing moment derivative, Cn_

• and

= 1 corresponds to the case where the component force coefficient(CCB

increases by 1 in relation to an increase of I radians of oblique air flow)•

These magnitudes will be used for the following reasoning.

4.2 Component Force, Efficiency of the Tail Fin Dependin_ on the Inter-

ference between Fuselage and Wing

a) General

As a rule an aircraft shall be able to tolerate an oblique air flow from

various angles during maneuvering as well as sudden side gusts when landing.

It must therefore have resistance to yawing (have yaw stability), i.e., it

must be able to counteract the tendency to veer sideward when the air flows

in from the side (i.e., it should have "wind vane stability"). At an oblique

air flow a side force develops on the fuselage, the result of which attacks

close to the bow far ahead of the point of gravity and, consequently• pro-

duces a powerful, destabilizing yawing moment.

In order to counteract this phenomenon, all aircrafts are provided with

one or more tail fins (vertical airfoils placed behind the point of gravity)

which deliver an adequate contribution to the yawing moment in order to com-

pensate for the destabilizing effect on the bow.

When designing modern aircrafts, great efforts are spent on making the

tail fTn as effective as possible (i.e., able to provide adequate yaw resis-

tance across the entire range of angles of attack and oblique air flows at

all speeds occurring) by using a tall fin surface as small as possible and

of minimum weight.
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In respect to FPL 37 the dimensioning of the tail fin presented addi-

tional problen_ because, in addition to the interference of the fuselage

on the tall fin, there is a very complicated interaction between the wing,

the canard and the tail fin. In order to explain this, we will below report

on the most important contributions to the cemponent forces affecting the

tail Pin. These are decisive for the efficiency of the tall fin and, thus,

the yaw resistance.

It is of interest to avoid unnecessarily long fuselages for modern air-

crafts. Therefore the distance between the tail fin and the point of

gravity nnst be limited. Since the volume of the tail cannot be reduced

this means a larger tall fin; compare, e.g., the abnormally large tail fin

of the MRCA. The contribution of the component force acting on the tail

fin dominates, thus, in comparison with other contributions, among which

that of the fuselage bow is, in general, the next largest. In addition

to these contributions, there are also others which, however, can be ignored

at narrow angles of attack.

The component force acting on the tail fin in the case of an oblique

air flow corresponds to the lift acting on a wing at angles of attack. If

we ignore special, interfering effects, the side force affecting the tail

fin will therefore depend cn the aspect ratio, the trapezoidal ratio and

the sweep-back angle in addition to the side force acting on the tail fin.

Due to the mirror effect, active on the wing surface, the effective

aspect ratio is increased and the interfering load of the tail fin, acting on

fuselage, is likewise increased.

The picture of the clrculaticn around the tail fin is, however, not as

simple as that around the wing, which mainly encounters angles of attack

varying in the direction of the span in a simple manner or even considered

constant over large portions of the wing span.

In the case of an airflow consisting of direct angles of attack and an

oblique airflow considerable effects of interference from the wing (in

respect to FPL from the canard as well) and the bow of the fuselage develop,

especially at large angles of attack. These contributions are particularly

important for modern, slender aircrafts and, perhaps especially, for delta-
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winged aircrafts. Therefore we shall treat these interfering effects in

detail.

b) Wingg*!_AilFin Interference Due to an Oblique Air Flow_ Principle.

The principle governing the development of a component force due to

wing/tail fin interference is evident from Fig. 76.

.k

n3 ,,me,,= _v_- _n,_elrls&l

_ ,/ on,,)_,- 5,.,eao.bl_.._,_;,,9

Fig. 76. Key: 1. B = 0 (straight-llne flying)

2. The "wing vortices" are symmetrically detached.

3. In an oblique airflow

_. Result: non-linear oblique air flow affecting the tail fin.
5. B (local).

The illustration of the flow above the wing has been coarsely simplified (in

conformity with the previous reasc_Lng) into one sln_e pair of separating

vortices.

Due to the oblique air flow the vortex above the windward wing passes

close to the tail fin, while the distance between the tail fin and the leeward

vortex increases. The distribution of the transverse flow caused by the

windward vorteK will not be completely neutralized by that of the leeward one

like in the case of symmetric flow. The result is a distribution of side-

sweep, induced by the vortices and superimposed on the basic,oblique flow.

This effect is accentuated when the force of the vortices increases in rela-

tion to increasing angles of attack.

The additional side sweep causes a force, the resulting size of which

depends c_ at what vertical level the wing vortices pass the rear of the

fuselage and the tall fin as well as ca the potency of the side-sweep. T-he

effect of the vortex passage in an oblique air flow is evident from Fig.

77.
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Fig. 77. Passage of the wing vortices past the tail fin; effect at an oblique
air flow.

Key: 1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Low level passage.

Locally increased oblique air flow.

Locally decreased oblique air flow.
High-level vortex passage.

Coefficient of component force.

Angle of oblique air flow.

A low-level passage of the vortex causes the contribution of the increased

side-sweep to dominate above the llne of vortices. The cemponant effect resul-

ting on the tail fin increases and, thus, the efficiency of the tail fin as

well. At a more elevated passage of the vortices, the condition is the oppo-

site: the efficiency of the tail fin is diminished. This is a well known

phenomenon and is the reason why aircrafts with the wings in a raised posi-

tion are constructed with larger tall fins than corresponding planes with the

wings at a lower position (Fig. 78). (What is stated here is also analogi-

cally valid if instead of a single vortex a layer of vortices is assumed. )
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Fig. 78.

If we use a conventional aircraft with the wings at a median position

for comparison and assume that the surface of its tail fin equals i, a higher-
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level position of the wings means that the tail fin surface must be increased

by 1.3 - 1.4 in order to obtain the same resistance to yawing. In reverse,

a O.9 - O.8 tail-fin surface will be adequate for a plane with the wings

at a low-level position.

Consequently, the placement of the main wing on FPL 37 helps to keep

the size of the tail fin down. The fact that FPL 37 still has a relatively

large tail fin depends, among others, on the condition that it must be effi-

cient throughout the entire range of attack and speed both when flying as

a plane without an external load and a plane with a bul_ external load,

placed far forward.

c) Interference between the Bow of the Fuselage and the Tail Fin_ Principle

The reascrzLug concerning the interference between the vortices and the

tail fin can also be applied, e.g., to the interference between the fuselage

and the tall fln and that between the air intake and the tall fin. Since

the starting point of the fuselage vortices lies further away fr_n the tall

fin, the effects of straight and oblique air flows will become more obvious.

Under unfavorable circumstances, the windward vortex can come to pass on the

leeward side of the tail fin with drastic changes in component force as a

consequence. One way to impede thls phenomenon Is, - llke in the case of

FPL 37, - to have wide air intakes, which can "take care" of the vortices

generated by the bow of the fuselage so that the vortex system resulting

will be moved farther away from the tail fin.

4.3 Con_onent Force _nd Variation in Yawln_ Moment in Relaticm to the

Angle of an Oblique Air Flow

The contributions of the cc_ponent force and their addition to the yawing

moment are evident from Fig. 79.

To a certain extent the relationship between the contributions concerned

depends on the design of the aircraft. In respect to FPL 37, the angles of

attack play_ a major role. The effect of the tail fin at large angles of an

oblique air flow will be discussed farther below.
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Key: i. Coefficient of the component force.

2. Interference wlng/tail fin.

3. Tail fin.

4. Fuselage.

5. Coefficient of the yawing monent.

6. Total conflguraticn.

7. Angle, 6, of oblique air flow.
8. Bow of the fuselage.

4.4 Con_0onent Force and Variation in the Yawi_ Moment in Relation to

the Angle of Attack; W_ail Fin Interference.

Effect

The interference between the wing and the tail fin described above has

largely the following effect (Fig. 80):

C'C_ (= e# ,,,_// p.,"
"[_,_ ec&.c,_',.',_) 2

3

"_/"_J 4""--

_Y =10" '2OT-'- *,4,4.='
OL

mec{ & _3 v;_gpIQ_er-,n 3

9;,,,_=.._=,_/k._W. _,,,.v=,_ (c,,.¢-(,_.)) 6

"" I ;,#e,'Pere',,4"

$ o,'_&

O" ;o" -

r_ec_ b'i<=,,-le ,-_,.,._lL.cv;,_.¢l I..,o._ ¢_9p1=,_

Fig. 80. Key: 1. slope of component force graph; 2. (a measure of the efficiency
of the tail fin; 3. wings at a low level; 4. wings at a high level; 5.

angle of attack; 6. slope of yawing moment coefficient graph; 7. wing-

position: high (low); 8. cause of interference between wing and tail fin.

C-D--
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The dependency on the angles of attack is intimately related to the

passage of the fuselage-generated and the wing-generated vortices around

the tail fin. It is also related to the height of the tail fin and its

position longitudinally in relation to the wing. The figure above (Fig. 80)

is approximately valid for a design like that of FPL 37. It is evident that

the interfering effects are strongest in relation to the yawing moment

since the contributions from the bow of the fuselage and the tall fin counter-

act each other.

4.5 Effect of Tail Fin at Wide Angles of Attack

The interference between the bow of the fuselage and the wing affects

the efficiency of the tail fin at wide angles of attack. In addition, at

wide angles of attack, the contribution from the tail fin itself is also

affected by "shading" and because of the fact that its effective sweep-back

increases. The shadow-effect leads at positive angles of attack to a de-

creased effect of the tail fin, while the contribution from the fuselage

becomes more demlzant. During the separation of the wing (flow collapse)

the shading effect increases. The large and sudden changes in the yaw

resistance often met with at this kind of angles of attack depend on a ccm-

bination of increased shading and the fact that the vortex on the windward

side changes pbsition.

4.6 Effects of Tail Fin at Wide An_les of An Oblique Air Flow - _asures

Toward Increasing the B Maximum of the Tail Fin

The effect of the tail fin at large angles of an oblique air flow can

be compared with the dependency of the wing on the lift at large angles of

attack. The contributions of the wing and the fuselage can be compared with

those of the bow of the fuselage and that of the tail fin according to Fig.

81.

The balance between the load on the bow of the fuselage and that on the

tail is, however, more delicate than the corresponding equilibrium between

the bow of the fuselage and the wings. By ccnstructlng tail fins with a

large sweep-back, the separation at the leading edge can be utilized also in
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l_g. 81. v....J._._ey • l •

2.
_oef__cient of ccmponent force.

Contribution of the tail fin (attacks behind

the point of gravity of the aircraft).

3. Note! Non-linear increase in relation to 8.

4. Contribution of the Frontal portion of the

fuselage (attacks in front of the point of

gravity).

5. Angle, 8, of oblique air flow•

in this case; it delays the saturation tendency of the tail fin force at a

wide 8 and "matches", thus, more satisfactorily the contribution Frc_ the

bow of the fuselage (cf. especially FPL 35 with a ca. 70° sweep-back).

Special measures had to be taken in respect to FPL 37 with a 50° sweep-

back of its tail fin (designed in order to increase the relative position

in height in relation to the vortices generated by the canard and the fuse-

lage) in order to maintain the satisfactory efficiency of the tall fin. A

stable flow, separated by the leading edge, does not exist within such a

large angular area of oblique flow as, e.g., in the case of the canard and

the wing of FPL 37.

A large contribution from the tail fin itself at large angles can also

be achieved by aiming at a relatively low aspect ratio (especially ratios

around 1 produce large lift maximums). However, this rarely allows a favor-

able utilization of the fuselage/tail fin or the wlng/tail fin interferences.

Therefore much testing and compromizlng hide behind the choice of the tail

fin design of modern fighter aircrafts.

There are several ways of improving the effect of tail fins of the type

used for FPL 37, especially at wide angles of 8.

Exan_les are: the introduction of vortex dividers or providing the tail

fin with a forward prolongation at its base (a so-called dorsal Pin).
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Figure 82 illustrates some different measures used for improving the

component forces and their effects.

Fig. 82. Key: 1. Contribution to the coefficient of the component force
fr_n the tail fin.

2. ACC (tall fin).
3. With / Without (a notch).
4.... a sawtooth.

5.... a dorsal fln.

The effect of the "dorsal fin" is due to the fact that an increased up-

sweep over the upper portion of the tail fin is created by a flow type, re-

sembling a vortex, at the same time as it is possible to prevent the boundary

layer of the fuselage from disturbing the flow around the tail fin by a

favorable design of the tail fin. It is a disadvantage that the attack point

of the component force is moved forward so that the yaw moment is lost. Thus,

in practlce, the efficiency of the tail fin is reduced at narrow angles of

an oblique alr flow. In addition, the changed design of the tail fin affects

the interference between wing and tail fin as _II as that between the bow

of the fuselage and the tall fin.

4.7 Efficiency of the Tall Fin of FPL 37 - Effect Exerted by the Canard

The interaction between the bow of the fuselage, the canard and the wing

of FPL 37 has been utilized in order to create yaw resistance up to wide

angles of attack and obliquely approaching air flows. The canard/tail fin

interference dominates among the interactive contributions in respect to

FEZ 37 due to the fact that the vortices generated by the canard pass close
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to the tail fin. Since the elevated position of the canard vortices is

forced down by the vortices generated by the main wing, the yaw resistance

is hardly at all disturbed by the canard.

If this interaction did not exist, the relatively elevated position of

the canard on this aircraft would be unfavorable. How delicate this inter-

action is for the interference can be demonstrated by the improvement in

the effect of the tail fin, achieved by a reduction in the V-position of the

canard from +lO ° on the test plane to 0° on the serialized plane. The

V-posltion was introduced at a stage of the project when air jet flaps were

still valid and constituted one method for achieving an acceptable longitudinal

stability. When the slotted flap was accepted, the necessity for holding on

to the V-position for the sake of longitudinal stability disappeared. There-

fore the V-position was abandoned when, for the sake of yaw resistance, it

became necessary to improve the efficiency of the tail fin of the aircraft.

Fig. 83. Key: see p. 98

2
1 Nosvingarnas h6jd.
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3

Nosvinge - vinge • interferensen g6r art 37-konfigurationen _e_nt)()__)l
har god Rirstabilitet rid h6ga anfallsvinklar __¥ \ _",_'_"
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Key to. Fig. 83:

i. The vertical position of the canard for the passage of the tall fin

depends on the v-position and the balance between the force of the
vortices of the canard and the main wing, respectively.

2. V-position, lO°.

B. The interference between the canard and the wing of FPL 37 provides

this configuration with a favorable yaw resistance at wide angles of
attack.

4. The canard vortices pass the tall fin at a low position also at

wide angles of attack.

5. The vortices generated by the wing 'press down" those generated by
the canard.

4.8 Asymmetric Forces During Extreme An_les of Attack and Synmetric

Oblique Air Flow

Component forces constitute a special effect pertaining to slender air-

crafts and occurring at very wide angles of attack and an oblique airflow at

0° . Due to the mutual interference between the vortex layers of the fuse-

lage and the canard, an unstable equilibrium occurs at a certain range of

angles of attack. See Fig. 84. One vortex layer (of the fuselage) affects

the other so that the layers come to assume an asymmetric position, one

farther away from the fuselage than the other. The result is that a component

") bJ ' i I

zymmetrisk 5 storag..

Kroopsnosvirve:skiktens ]

avging vid mJttliga och
stora anfallsvinklar

hoger- resD 5

vansterasymmetri

Fig. 84. Key: i. _he detachment of the fuse-

lage vortices at moderate and wide

angles of attack.
2. Wind.

3. Moderate a, symmetric separation.

4. Wide _, asymmetric separation.

5. Right-hand and left-hand sssymetry, respectively.

6. Body strake.
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force i,sinduced on the fuselage and the tall fin. _he wing as well is sub-

jected to asymmetric forces. Asyn_etry at angles of attack between 40° and

80° occurs in the case of FPL 37. _he alternation between leFt-hand and

right-hand asy_netry gives rise to changes in the load on the tail fin

when entering into a stall acconpanied by a high load factor and associated

with periodic separation of the flow close to the tip of the tail fin.

Changes in load, occurring within a narrow range of angels of attack around

+40°_ make themselves felt so that the tail flu starts to flutter. _his is

not critical although such a state of flight should be avoided. The charac-

teristics of the component force have been measured in a wind tunnel (Fig. _5).

• ,, "_ - nomin¢l! /utni,_Q

"" OI -- " 2

0 S" 10" I$" 20" 2S" _(3

3
I och 2 = 2 0/,'_=, p,'av meat

-2.5" -20" -15" -t0" -(,-'._.

• ,

_22 -0.2.

Fig. 8_. Key: 1. Nominal gradient; 2. asymmetry caused by asymmetric
detachment of fuselage vortices, 3. I and 2 = two dif-
ferent tests made with the same model.

Such a disturbance occurs at positive as well as negative angles of attack

and varied in an arbitrary manner during the wind tunnel experiments be-

tween dextral and sinistral asymTetry. The asymmetry has been "remedied"

by placing body strak_s on the sides of the fuselage of foreign aircrafts.

4.9 Characteristics of the Component Force and the Yawln_ _bment of FPL 37

at Lew Speed

a) Co_]oonent Force

_he derivative of the component force at low speed has the following

appearance in respect to FPL 37 according to Fig. 86.
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Fig. 86. Key: I. a) Characteristics of the component force of FPL 37 and
FPL 35.

2. Gradient (per radian of 8) of the coefficient of the

component force.

3. Landing configuration (conf. L. )
4. Aircraft without external load (conf. CO)

5. Aero component force.

6. Angle of attack.

7. Effect of asymmetric detachment of fuselage vortices.

8. b) The linearlty of the CC 5raph at wide angles of

an oblique air flow.
9. Result:Great non-llnearities at positive angles of

attack _ 30°

Figure 86 illustrates also how the cenloonent force CC varies in relation

to the angle of oblique air flow, 8, at sane wide angles of attack. The reduc-

tion in CCs at extremely wide angles of attack, shown in Fig. 86, depends
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mainly on the fact that the tall fin was "in the shadow". It is evident from

the figure that the tail fin is most efficient at negative angles of attack.

_he high level of component force during start and landing is caused

mainly due to the effect of the landing gear. An increase in component

force of a similar magnitude is present when the aircraft flies with external

_nt. The most powerful component force occurs when an extra fuel

tank is mounted on girder C 7 (i.e., is centrally positioned) and there are

external loads at other girder positions as well.

b) Yawing Moment

3 TP-variation

uttagbar klaffvinkel

anfallsvinkel . ._.

. • _--: -..- - _ . _:____..- :_:_

imtr6mningstal

4 5 6
yttre last landst_Jl

Fig. 87. Factors affecting the magnitude of the yawing mcrnent.
Key: i. Angle of attack applicable.

2. Flap of canard.

3. Variatica in the point of gravity.
/4.Air intake factor.

5. External load.

6. Landing gear.

7. Angle of ailerau.

7 rodervinkel

The size of the tail fin and, thus, also the level of the yaw. resistance of

FPL 37 are determined so that the actual requirements on the speci_lcatlons for

flight characteristics of military aircrafts shall be fulfilled. The destabi-

lizing factors which must be controlled while retaining the standards of yaw

res_tanceare:
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o an external load, n_unted on the fuselage;
o effects of interference betweenwing and tall fin, aileron

and tail fin as well as flap and tail fin; and

o high air intake factors (in analogy with the case of the pitching
moment).

The aircraft must also be resistant to yawing up to the widest angles

of attack occuring. Other requirements dimensioning the yaw resistance of

an aircraft are:

o acceptable yaw resistance at high supersonic speed;

o a margin for effects on the yaw resistance at trans-sonlc speed; and

o acceptable maxinnm oblique air flow when banking within the entire

range of speed.

It is therefore difficult to determine the final dimensioning value during

the design stage. Series of alterations of the tail fin design of well known

aircrafts illustrate that mistakes occur easily. Experience shows that, in

general, a C n8 of the ma_tude 0.iO - 0.15 for the basic aircraft is a

suitable value. This is what approximately distinguishes the 37 configura-

tion.

An additional demand on FPL 37 (which is able to fly at very low speed)

is that it must master the wide angles of oblique airflow (up to 20°) which

can occur in combination with wide angles of attack. Among the three princi-

pal methods used for improving the efficiency of the tail fin, i.e. :

o an increase in the component force contribution of the tall fin;

o an increase in the mcment of the tail fin; and

o a utilization in the most favorable manner of the interference

effect,

the last possibility has been selected for FPL 37 especially in order

to limit the volume of the tail fin and, thus, reduce its weight and drag.

This has resulted in a relatively tall tail fin with a moderate aspect

ratio and a moderate sweep-back of its leading edge. Due to the fact that

the vortex system of the canard is forced by that of the wing to pass the

tail Fin at a low level (cf. above), a favorable yaw resistance is obtained "
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at wide angles of attack as well. The importance of the interference is shown,

among others, by the fact that moving the tail fin rearward certainly pro-

vided more leverage but gave also rise to a more elevated passage of the

canard vortices, i.e., to a collapse of the yaw resistance at w_de angles

of attack. The present position and shape of the tail fin has resulted in

the most satisfactory cc_promlse in this respect.

As far as the training version of FPL 37 is concerned, it became neces-

sary to increase the efficiency of the tail fin following the testing. This

was accomplished in part by making the tail f_u taller, in part by improving

the characteristics of the component force of the tall fin at wide angles

of an oblique air flow by introducing a sawtooth on the leading edge of the

tail fTn as well.

The reason for the improvement of the yaw resistance which was necessary

for the training version was the unfavorable position of the point of

gravity in combination with the increase in the destabilizing contribution

the fuselage and the addition of a "DK" hood. The effects were especi-

ally noticeable since this aircraft always flies with an extra fuel tank,

_ounted centrally and externally.

The previously mentioned effects of the interference from the canard

as well as the asynm_tric properties at wide angles of attack are especially

noticeable in respect to the yaw resistance (due to the counteracting con-

tributions from the fuselage and the tall fin).

The yaw resistance at low speed of FPL 37, expressed as CnB, is illus-

trated in Fig. 88. This figure shows also how the yawing moment, Cn, varies

in relation to the angle, B, of an oblique air flow at some different

angles of attack.

Contrary to what has been stated concerning the derivative of the compo-

nent force in Fig. 86, the derivative of the yaw resistance is strongly re-

duced in relation to an increasing angle of attack in order to change sign

and become negative at ca. 27°. in part, the yaw _.r_tabi!_ty depends on

the fact that the tail fin is "in the shadow" of the fuselage, the wing and

the canard, in part on the fact that there is interference from the vortices
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Fig. 88. Key: I. a) Effect of the joint contributions on the total yawing
mcment of FPL 37.

2. Gradient (per radiau ) of the graph illustrating the coef-

ficient of the yawing moment.

3. Conf. CO (aircraft without external load)

_. Configuration without a canard.
[cont. p. 105 ]
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Key to Fig. 88, cont. :

5. In total.
6. Angle of attack.
7. Configuration without a tail fin.

8. b) Characteristics of yaw resistance at wide angles of attack in

respect to FPL 37 and FPL 35.
9. Landing configuration (conf. L).

lO. (Low speed, fuselage related system)
ll. Aircraft without external load (conf. CO).

12. Zero yawing moment caused by asyn_etric detachment of the canard
vortices.

13. c) The linearity of the _aw_ moment at wide an_les of oblique
air flow.

14. Coefficient of yawing moment.

15. Air flow approaching from the left.

16. Air flow approaching from the right.

17. Angle of attack, a = 0°.

18. Angle of oblique air flow, 8.

of the canard on the tail fin (the windward vortex "changes side"). At narrow

and moderate angles of attack the vortices of the canard are kept down by

those of the wing. When the flow across the outer portion of the wing starts

to collapse at angles of attack above 25° , the "down-forcing" effect is reduced

which, in analogy with the principle shown in Fig. 77, results in a rapid

deterioration of the yaw resistance. The vortices generated by the bow of

the fuselage are taken care of by the canard and this effect cannot be clearly

distinguished in the case of FPL 37. The contribution of the interference

between the canard and the tail fin is, therefore, the actually dominating

contribution to this rapid deterioration of the stability.

The effect of a deflection of the flap of the canard can also be seen

in Fig. 88a. Due to the fact that the total llft of the canard increases,

the force exerted by the vortices of the canard increases at the same time

as their vertical and longitudinal position at the trailing edge of the

canard is altered. At narrow angles of attack the vortices of the canard are

powerful in relation to those of the wing. The "down-forcing" effect of the

main wing will be less pro,_rent and alters, cons_uer_ly, the yaw resistance

only to a minor extent in respect to an aircraft without an external load

(the reduction shown is due mainly to the landing gear). At an increasing
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argle of attack the difference in relative force between the vortices gene-

rated by the canard and those of the wing becomesless marked. The canard

vortices, - the definitely stronger ones, - and their somewhatdepressed

position cause the level of yaw resistance to increase in the case of an

aircraft without the flap of the canard deflected. The final break-down

of the yaw resistance occurs more suddenly during the landing configuration

due to the fact that the canard, then n_oreheavily loaded, gives up at a

somewhatlower angle of attack and loses a larger portion of its li_ting

power.

The "shadow" effect, mentioned above, is also evident from Fig. 88a,

since an aircraft without external load has a better yaw resistance at

negative angles of attack than at positive ones. The large difference

between an aircraft without an external load and the landing configuration

at wide, negative angles of attack maydepend on interference fr_n the

canard, although this has not been fully elucidated. It is, however, of

no practical importance since there is no "stationary" flying within that
area.

In addition to its large tail fin, FPL 37 is equipped with a small fin

(a "belly-fln") below the tail of the fuselage. Its effect toward im-

proving the yaw resistance is, however, small (on the same order of ma_nl-

tude as the difference between an aircraft without external load and a

landing configuration at narrow angles of attack). The advantage of the

"belly-fln" is that "shading" can be avoided at wide angles of attack when

the tail fin loses its efficiency.

4.10 Effect of External Load

An external load, mounted on the fuselage of FPL 37 has a generally

detrimental effect on the yaw resistance. In the worst case one half of the

yaw resistance at narrow angles of attack disappears. This depends not only

on the position of the external load in front of the point of gravity and

on the diameter of the frontal portion of the load, but is also a consequence

of the fact that the belly fin is shaded. This is valid especially in respect

to equipment alternatives with a centrally mounted tank to be Jettisoned.
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Fig. 89. Key: 1. Point of gravity of the aircraft.

2. Point of attack of the component force on the external
load.

3. Point of attack of the load interfering between the

external load and the belly fin (opposite to the com-
ponent force on the external load).

In that case the entire contributicn of the belly fin to the yaw resistance

disappears in the form of interference and, thus, the belly fin is totally

without any function. This depends in part on the mounting of the belly fin

in the "wake" of the extra tank, in part on vortices detached from this

tank at large angles of attack in an obliquely approaching air flow. The

local increase in oblique air flow at tl_ site of the extra _4ui_ment, in-

duced by the fuselage, is another reason why the external load, mounted on

the fuselage, affects the yaw resistance so powerfully. It is also one of

the reasons why equipment, mounted below the wing (i.e., placed behind the

point of gravity of the aircraft) does not result in any major compensation

for the reduction in yaw resistance, caused by the equipment mounted on the

fuselage. The worst case of yaw resistance in respect to all alternatives

of AJ-37 is the one where the extra tank is attached to position C T and

the combat armament to the S 7 girders.
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90. Effect of the extra fuel tank 6n the yaw resistance of FPL 37.

Key: I. Coefficient of yawing moment (fuselage-related system).

2. _ = 16° , aircraft prepared to land (position of reference

point 12350).

3. Without/with an extra tank.

4. Angle of oblique air flow, _.
5. Contribution lowering the yaw resistance due to the posi-

tion of the extra fuel tank on the fuselage.

4.11 Yaw Resistance of FPL 37 in Comparison with that of Other Aircra_ets

How does the yaw resistance of FPL 37 compare to that of other, similar

aircrafts? A comparison of the fuselage-related derivative of yaw resistance

in relation to the angle of attack in the case of FPL 37 and son_ other air-

crafts is illustrated in Fig. 91. Since different magnitudes of reference are

used, the yaw resistance at a zero angle of attack has been standardized to

the same value.

k 'u,_,i.,_ (per w=di...¢; k,_wp_f_, ?=_

_n/3 0 OJ J_m4"6re_e reed ncu3ra.
"- pi/v/_qeFIH_piQ_ av kon-
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dePot=ulna=de #l_gpr,-h.

Plir.._{3i"

pI 37

F-f02 B-58 /
D¢16 Husger FpI 35 F

Fig. 91. Yaw resistance of FPL 37 in comparison with that of other aircrafts.

Key: see p. 109.
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Key to Fig. 91:

i. Gradient (per radian 6 in a fuselage-related system) of the graph

illustrating the coefficient of the yawing moment.
2. a) Comparison with scme aircrafts with swept-back wings of con-

ventional type.

3. Stable.
4. Unstable.

5. Angle of attack.

6. b) Comparison with some delta-winged aircrafts.

Evidently ,FPL retains its yaw resistance up to wider angles of attack

than other types of aircrafts belonging to the_ same class. The fact that

FPL 37 is so superior to B 58 and F 102 depends on that its air intakes and

the root of its wing affect the vortices generated by the fuselage and prevent

them from passing the tail fin at a high level.
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4.12 Rudder Effect

The aerodynsmic properties of FPL 37 assure that a satisfactory effect

of the rudder is retained up to wide angles of attack. Fig. 92 illustrates

the effect of the rudder at low speed.

In order to nullify the lateral force resulting from a 20° oblique air

flow, a 1C_ deflection of the rudder (at 16° a_gle of attack and low speed)

is necessary. In reality, this deflection cannot be achieved because a

lateral force is g_nerated by deflecting the aileron (see below). The large

coefficient of the lateral force of FPL 37 in combination with a satisfac-

tory rudder effect makes it feasible to flY at an angle of side slip al-

ready at relatively moderate speeds. This is occasionally applied during

demonstratlons.

4.13 Yaw Damping, Dynamic Yaw Resistance

The dynamic yaw resistance of an sir.craft corresponds in principle to the

dynamic pitch resistance although instead the rotation around the vertical

axis of the aircraft is considered. Like in the case when attenuating the

pitching, the characteristics of the dynamic yaw resistance can also be dis-

tinguished into two Joint contributions:
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Fig. 92. Key:

J

I. Reduced effect of the rudder when the maximum lateral 'force

of the rudder is .exceeded.

2. Coefficient of the yawing mon_nt.

3. Rudder angle.
4. Angle of ovlique air flow.

5. The efficiency characteristic of the rudder at wide angles of

oblique air flow and attack.

6. Efficiency of the rudder (per radian).

7. Reduction due to shading of the tail fin.

8. Angle of rudder, 6r.
9. Seen from above.

o Cnr

o

(actual yaw damping); and

(contribution due to delaying effects during rapidly altered

oblique air flow).

Conventions regarding

be written:

Cnr - Cn_

symbols require that the dynamic yaw resistance shall
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When viewed from the side, an aircraft is dominated by the rudder placed

far behind the point of gravity. Due to this long lever arm, the rudder de-

livers a correspondingly major contribution to Cnr. The contribution from

the bow of the fuselage acts Jolnt_y with that of the rudder in contrast to

what is the case in respect to Cn_, where the contributions of the fuselage

and the rudder counteract each other.

The effects of time delay play a considerably lesser role in the direc-

tion _,of " yawing than that of pitching. In the case of FPL 37, Cn_ is

only 6 - 7% of the Cnr.

The characteristics of yaw damping at low speed of FPL 37 is shown in

Fig. 93.

1 " _ bi.a._a +,T/ /-- n_ b/dra8 _,]/ Cn ].
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Fig. 93. Yaw damping; FPL 37.

Key: i. Not damped:...

2. Damped:...
3. Contribution fran the

fuselage.
4. Contribution of the

tall fin itself.

5. Total
6. Contribution from the

bow of the fuselage.

7. Total Cnr: contributions from:
o the tail fin

o the fuselage

o interference wing/tail fin
o " canard/tail fin

o " bow/tail fin.

8. A = contribution of interference between

canard and tail fin to the Cn"
9. Z" and 8 are made non-dimensional _ "

by standardizing them by .half of

the wine span and the speed of free

flow: thus, rb and 8b.
2V 2V
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The aerodynamic yaw damping is in the case of FPL 35 ca. 25% lower than

that of FPL 37, because when seen from the side FPL 35 has a more slender

bow and a proportionally lesser surface of its tail fin. FPL 32 has approxi-

mately the same yaw damping properties as FPL 35 (-0.25 in respect to FPL 32

against -0.27 in respect to FPL 35 when expressed as Cnr - Cn_). Conven-

ticnal delta-wlnged aircrai_s, e.g., the Mirage, belong also to this class.

5. ROLLING M(_r_ ROLL RESISTANCE

5.I General

Roll resistance is of interest in respect to the flight characteristics

of an aircraft, especially concerning its relation to yaw resistance (_dutch

roll" characteristics) .1 It is desirable that the airpraft shall develop In-

creased lift of the windward wing in comparison with the leeward one during

an oblique air flow. This corresponds to a negative gradient of the Cl(8)

graph. CF. Figs. 74 and 75. In addition, the roll resistance and the yaw

resistance should be favorably related to each other in order to produce

satisfactory characteristics in the case of a dutch roll. A too great resis-

tance to rolling in cemblnation with moderate or unsatisfactory yaw resistance

should therefore be avoided.

The main contribution to the roll resistance originates from the wing

and depends, among others, on the planar shape of the wing and its vertical

position in relation to the fuselage.

5.2 Effect of Sweep-back Angle

In the case of an aircraft with swept-back wings, the windward wing has

a lesser sweep-back angle in relation to an oblique air flow and is, thus,

less effective when producing lift. The opposite condition prevails in

respect to the other wing. The rolling moment induced by the wings is there-

fore strongly dependent on the angle of attack (Fig. 94).
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See also: G. Strip,g:
terlstics."
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94. Key: I. a) Contribution

of the wing to the

rolling moment at oblique
air flow.

2. Coefficient of the rolling moment.

3. Angle of oblique air flow.

4. Angle of attack.

6. b) Effect of the sweep-back of the

leading edge on the roll resistance, ll. = 8

7. Gradient per radian 8 og the graph 12. Angle of oblique air

of the rolling moment, flow.

z"."Yl"ll
7. Unstable/stable

8. Angle of sweep-back.

9. Narrow.
I0. Wide.

_he larger the sweep-back angle, the more pronounced is the contribution

of the wing to the roll resistance as long as the flow is adhering. The

difference between the effective aspect ratios of the windward and the lee-

ward wings in an oblique air flow increases with increased sweep-back.

In addition there is also an increased effect due to the "shading" caused

by the fuselage, especially when the wing span is limited; see below. This

is the reason why delta-winged aircrafts as such are very resistant to

spinning so that other tricks must be resorted to in order to decrease the

roll resistance. _Lis is contrary to the case of aircrafts, e.g., like

the HFB Hansa with its wings swept forward for which measures were taken

for increasing the roll resistance among others by providing the wings with

a positive V-shape.

5.3 Effect of Fuselage/Wing Interference

A certain stabilizing effect due to the "shading" of the leeward wing

occurs already in the case of a straight-winged aircraft at wide angles of
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an oblique air flow. During normal flight, this contribution is of minor

importance. However, the fuselage exerts a generally weakening effect

on the contribution of the sweep-back angle to the roll resistance due to

the fact that the fuselage tends to straighten out the air flow, i .e.,

to reduce the angle of the oblique flow above the wing.

_he most important effect of the fuselage is, however, seen in respect

to an upper or a lower position of the wings. The effect is evident from

Fig. 95.

Fig. 95. Effect on the roll resistance of an upper or a lower position of the

wings.

Key: I.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.

Oblique air flow at an angle of B.

Direction of rolling moment resulting.

Wing in an upper position = increased roll resistance.

Wing in a lower position = decreased roll resistance.
Stable.

Unstable.

Low ...

high position of the wings.

Angle of attack.

The resulting disturbance of the pressure, caused by the fuselage in an

oblique air flow, furnishes a roll-destabilizlng moment when the wings are

placed low down, while wings placed at an elevated position provide a roll-

stabilizing moment. A corresponding difference can also be noticed when the

stabilizer of conventional aircrafts is placed in a lower or an upper posi-

tion, respectively.

The contribution of the fuselage/wing interference to the rolling moment

increases at increasing angles of an oblique air flow but is, on the other

hand, relatively independent of the angles of attack at normal angles.
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5.4 Effect of the V-positioning of the Win_

A similar effect llke that of an upper or a lower position of the wings

can be achieved by giving the wings a positive or a negative V-position

(Fig. 96).

1

Fig. 96. Effect on the roll resistance of the V-posltioning of the

wings.

Key: 1. Positive V-position = increased roll resistance.

2. Negative V-position = decreased roll resistance.

_he filed of air flow resulting produces increased llft on the windward

wing at a positive V-positicn Just llke an upper position of the wings and,

thus, it delivers a contribution to the roll resistance, the character of

which reminds of the contribution due to the upper position of the wings.

A negative V-positlon constitutes a frequent]_ applied method toward compen-

sation for the large inherent roll resistance of a strongly swept-back wing

or a delta wing.
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5.5 Contribution of the Wing to the Roll Resistance at Wide Angles of Attack

As long as the air flow adheres the roll resistance increases in a

largely linear manner in relation to the angles of attack (Just like

the llft does). However, as soon as angles of attack near the separation

limit are approached, this trend is broken. In the case of a swept-back-

or a delta-winged aircraft, the windward wing has a tendency to separate

the air flow before the leeward wing does (cf. the variation in pitch-up

limit in relation to the sweep-back angle). This results in a strong dis-

turbance of the rolling moment. _"Te course of the characteristics of the

a_=le of attack of the roll resistance calls to mind an inverted characteri-

stic of lift. Local "kinks" in the characteristic of the pitching moment

(cf. Fig. 40) can also appear in the form of a disturbance of the rolling

moment and are frequently considerably more noticeable as a derangement of
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the rolling moment rather than the pitching moment.

Fig. 97. Key: i.

2.

3.

a) Characteristic of the roll resistance of an aircraft at

wid@caugles of attack:
Gradient (per radish 8) of the graph illustrating the coeffi-

cient of the rolling moment.

Angle of attack.
4. The entire wing detached.

5. Separatlc_ starts at the wing tip (cf. pitch-t_o of a swept-

back wing or a delta wing).

6. Non-linearity of the graph of the rolling moment at beginning

separation of the wing tips.

72 Tip-separation has started (B).

8. Before tip-separation (A).

The variation of the rolling moment in relation to the angle of attack in

an oblique air flow can then appear like in Fig. 97 b (cf. FPL 35 at a roach ..

number of 0.5 and ca. 15° angle of attack). This is an additional reason for

trying to attain a linear graph of the pitching mc_nt, free of kinks, which

is preferable both when an external load is present or not present below the

wings.

5.6 Effect of Ground Interference

The contribution to the roll resistance from the win_s of a delta-wlnged

aircraft is reinforced when close to the zround level. This is noticeable
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in respect to FPL 35 as well as FPL 37 and can affect the characteristics

of a dutch roll of the aircrafts since the yaw resistance is largely un-

affected by the presence of the g_ound nearby (Fig. 98). When increased due

to the ground interference the roll resistance is associated with an increase

in longitudinal stability as well as an increase in lift (cf. section 2.7).

2 s/o_i/ - o.?

0.2

0.3-

,%
o" io" 2o" _" 0{.

i I I I

5.'.

XX

4 reed ,',,a,£._ II

Fl_l_plane_ t hi,'," roll-
#/=bilare r_Er de/nallcms

Qr& e,q

Fig. 97. Effect of ground interference on the roll resistance.

Key: I. Stable.
2. Unstable.

3. Without presence of ground nearby.
4. In presence of ground nearby.

5. Thus, an aircraft is more roll resistant when

approaching the ground.
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5.7 Contribution of the Tall Fin

An oblique air flow approaching the tail fin furnishes a directly de-

stabilizing effect on the rolling m_uent. Unfortunately -, or, perhaps,

fortunately from the point of view of a dutch roll,- a large portion of the

contribution causing a tail fin/wing interference disappears in the case of

FPL 35 and FPL 37. The low pressure area on the leeward side of the tail

fin will spread out over the wing and results there in a mement reversely

directed to the one which can be directly referred to the suction force of

the tall fin. Which of these moments will "dominate" d_pemds on the con-

figuration (i.e., the size of the tail fin and its longitudinal position

in relation to the wing). As far as FPL 35 and FPL 37 are concerned, the
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interfering moment reduces to a considerable extent the total rolling moment

because of the large wing surface, which is affected by this interference.

The principle is illustrated in Fig. 99.

bJ v;....ee- Fc,o- ;-.4c, _e_..,,

5 R ¢Su//_m_o/_ /0.2/{f'6"rc/_'/n/_9=2- "ce"a " ";'We . i. te_ _ . __. ,-

7/ovQTvw..k T 8,...

V,'nge - Pe._- oc_ Pe_ - v/_9 e. ,H,_e,'/_re,,_- .s_ed_,,bl,__ 9
• v;.,J,el.

Fig. 99. Interference between wing and tadl _ ane between tall fin and wing.

Key: 1. a) Tall fin/wlng interference.

2. Load distributicn on the tall fin during oblique air flow.

3. Load distribution (carry-over load) on the wing, induced

by the tall fin.

4. b) Wing/tail fin interference.

5. Load distribution resulting on the tail fin.

6. Suction force on the upper side of the wing.

7. Windward wing.

8. Leeward wing.

9. Oblique air flow at an angle of 8.

There Is, In addition, a contribution from the wing and the tail fin which

depends on the angle of attack due to the fact that the distribution of the

load above the wing differs between the leeward and the windward sides in an

oblique airflow. The vortices _enerated by the fuselage affect, similarly,

the rolling moment via the tail fin at large angles of attack and an oblique

air flow. Usually the last-mentlcned contributions produce a destabilizing

effect bn the rolling moment. The entire contribution from the tail fin to

the rolling moment is small in con_arlson with that delivered by the wing.

The total contribution to the roll resistance, delivered by the tail fin

of FPL 37 Is evident frc_ Fig. lO0, both in respect to a fUselage-related

system and a wind-related one.

It Is evident from the figure that the canard, too, has a certain effect

on the roll resistance.
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Fig. lO0. Contribution of the tall fin to the roll resistance at low speed;
FPL 37.

Key: I.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.
9.

lO.

ll.

2.

13.

a) Fusela&_-related system.
Unstable.

Stable.

Tall fin alone in the presence of a canard.

Tail fin alone without a canard present.
The entire aircraft.

b) Wind-related system.
Tail fin alone .....

in the presence of a canard.

without a canard present.

increasingly large portions of the surface of the tail fin

fall below the roll axis of the aircraft when the angle of
attack widens.

(Wind-tunnel test TK l, low speed). Roll axis of fuselage-

related system.

Roll axis of wind-related system.

_"he contribution frcm the tall fin depends on how the axial system is

defined. At wide angles of attack the tail fin will be placed below the

roll axis of a wind-related system. The effect of this is illustrated in

Fig. lO0.
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5.8 Contributions of S_t_abilizer, Canard_ Etc._ to the Roll Resistance

of FPL 37.

There are additional contributions to the roll resistance of the aircraft

from other kinds of its horizontal airfoils. Just llke an t_oper position

of the wings produces increased roll resistance, a greater roll resistance

can be achieved by placing the stabilizer in a raised position (e.g., on

a T-tail) in contrast to placing the stabilizer in the conventional low

position. Thus, e.g., the negative V-poSition of the wings of FPL 105 (SK 60)

is a consequence of the fact that the combination of wings in an upper

position plus a T-tail results in a greater roll resistance than desirable

from the point of view of flight characteristics.

The contributions to the roll resistance of the stabilizer and the

canard themselves can be derived in the same manner as that of the wing.

However, the smaller surface and the shorter extension of the wing span

of the canard make these contributions correspondingly smaller than that

of the wing. In general, interferences between the wing and the stabilizer,

the fuselage and the stabilizer as well as the tail fin and the stabilizer

must also be added and cc_olicate the course of event.

As far as FPL 37 is concerned, the interference between the canard and

the wing is of interest and of a considerably greater importance than the

contribution frem the canard itself. Because the "leading edge vortices"

of the canard interfere rear-ward with the wing, a distribution of the load

above the wing develops, the result of which is a long lever arm and, thus,

easily causes exte_qsive rolling mements during changes in the angle of an

oblique air flow. Simultaneously the flow type is stable even at relatively

wide angles of attack Just like _ have seen above. Interference from the

canard leads, thus, to that :

o the roll resistance increases strongly in relation to the angle of

attack; and that

o the saturated angle of attack (i.e., the one where the roll resis-

tance is at its maximum) becomes wider (Just below 30° in the case

of FPL 37).
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The msxlmumvalue of the roll resistance is therefore very large. If the
air circulation around the canard Is increased (i.e., its lift is increased),

e.g., be deflection of its flap, the increase in roll resistance becomes

even further accentuated. Fig. lO1 illustrates how the canard and its flap

affect the roll resistance of AJ 37 at low speed.

1

I I
O

2 -0.1

Fig. i01.

-02

20" SoL
i i i m i l,_

_ _ro#p , rinse + {e,_Q
4

__/ J<ropp , vi.9¢ + Fc.Q + noJ've'_ (i</Q{T

0 L)

5
kropp * v;nge 4 #encA ÷noJvl'_9 ¢ _L<la#F @5"

6 D

__ Crcf. _'d&_Ntlprov -r_ i)

Effect of the canard on the roll resistance of _L 3T.

Key: 1. Unstable.
2. Stable.
3. Fuselage + wing + tall fin.

4. Fuselage + wing + tail fin + canard (flap at 0°)

5. Fuselage + wing + tial fin + canard (flap at 45°)
6. (ref. : wind tunnel test TK 1).

A review of the different contributions and their relative ma_tudes is

furnished in Fig. 102.
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5.9 Cc_0arison Between the Roll Resistance of FPL 37 _d That of Other

Aircrafts

It should be evident from the discussion above that a rather considerable

roll resistance is assoc_ted with the design of the canard, i.e., a large

negative value of CIB exists. In order to "match" this value a satisfactory

pitch resistance at large angles of attack is necessary. Among others, we have
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Fig. 102. Roll resistance and

its partial contributions;

FPL 37.

Key: I. Clo (low speed, fuse-

l_e related system)

2. Angle of attack.

3. Fuselage + canard.

4. Fuselage + wing.

5. Fuselage + wing + tail
fin.

6. Fuselage + wing +

car_d.

7. Total configuration,

8. (ref: wind tunnel test

•K 1).

Fig. 103. Characteristics of the roll resistance of FPL 37 in comparison with
that of other aircrafts.

Key: I. CIg (per radlan, low speed)
2. UnStable.

3. Stable.

4. Angle of attack.
5. No external load (conf. CO).

6. Landing config. (conf. TO,L).

7. Fuselage-related system.
Ref. surface : total wing syrface.

Ref. length: total wing span.
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utilized the advantages offered by placing the wing in a low position. It is

evident from Fig. 103 what the roll resistance of FPL 37 looks like in ccm-

parison with that of other aircrafts with similar performance characteristics.

The linearity of the Cl(B) graph (cf. Fig. 83) is more satisfactory in
respect to FPL 37 than in the case of both FPL 35 and the F4. The latter

aircraft displays in particular unruly rolling momentsat angles of attack

above 12° . FPL 35 manageswithout difficulties up to 15° but at low speed

FPL 37 behaves satisfactorily at angles of attack as wide as 25° .
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5.lO Roll Resistance in Relation to External Load

The most noticeable effect results from an external load mounted on the

fuselage, both when it is placed far below the point of gravity of the air-

craft and when it acts in the same manner as if the position of the wing

was raised in relation to the fuselage. At narrow angles of attack the

latter kind of interference contributed by the aunament and the wing domi-

nates. However, at wide angles of attack this contributions almost dis-

appear and the destabilizing contribution from the external load itself

will determine the magnitude of the additional effect. See Fig. 104.

Effect on the roll stability of FPL 37 caused by an external load

mounted on the fuselage.

Key: see p. 124.
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Key to Fig. 104:

i. Unstable.

2. Stable.

3. Angle of attack.

4. Contributicn to C- from an external load mounted on the fuselage
l

(e.g., a tank nD_ed on girder C 7, and to be Jettisoned).

5. Interference of an external load, mounted centrally on girder C 7.
6. Without any external load.

7. Contribution from the load itself.

8. Contribution due to interference.

9. The contribution _ the _Zerference is roll-stabilizing (corres-

ponds to an elevation of the wing position).

lO. The contribution frc_ the load itself is roll-destabilizlng.

An external load placed on the wings produces no apparent contributic_

when it is symmetrically mounted. An increase in roll resistance, caused by

interference of the _nt on the wing, can be felt only when such a bulky

load as missile Eb 04 is suspended below the wing. Just like the contri-

bution from the wing itself, this contribution due to interference depends

on the angle of attack (Fig. 105).

-O.O4

Fig. 105. Effect on the roll resistance of an external load, suspended below

the wings.
Key: 1. Contribution to the gradient (per radian B) of the graph

illustrating the coefficient of the rolling moment.

2. Pressure increase on the windward side and a low pressure

on the leeward side result in a stabilizing rolling

mc_2nt due to external load below the wing.

3. Local oblique air flow increases with increasing angle
of attack.

In the case of a single missile or other external load, mounted asymme-

trically, a roll-stabilizing effect results, corresponding to about 0.6 -

0.7 times the effect of two missiles or some similar load, when mounted

askew on the fuselage. In respect to a load, suspended below the wing, the
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contribution toward the roll resistance is halved if only one girder is

loaded. The difference depends on the mntual interference between the

0.117_.

An external load, asymmetrically mounted, especially if snspended below

the wing, will also produce a zero contribution to the rolling moment which

is independent of _ but linearily dependent on the angle of attack. This

contribution is especially noticeable in the case of a load suspended below

the wing and it interacts with the gravity-induced rolling mcEent of the

az_ns. At high speed the contribution of the aerodynamic zero-rolllng-

moment dominates. This effect is typical of all delta-wlnged aircrafts.

O.OI

Fig.

O

2 Verksn: a_)Sidwep,D_lRut|t I_ vin,en$ under,ida

vid anfallsvinkel ger iindr_:le tryck
1Anfall=- ! .__ra bevipningen

'_ _7, kel b) Vingen$ =trSmning =t6r= av lasten- 0" '|0" 20" _ under vingen (lyftkraften higll

l:dl lastad vinge)

106. Aerodynamic rolling moment due to an asynEetrlcally sus-

pended external load below the wing.

1. Angle of attack.
2. Effect: A side-sweep outward across the lower surface

of the wing at an angle of attach produces a chsnge in

pressure close to the annsn_nt.
b) The flow around the wing is disturbed by the load

below the wing (the lift of a loaded wing is lower).

5.11 Effect of the Ailerons

Usually the flaps of the trailing edges of the wing are used both as

ailerons and elevators in the case of airplains without a tail. Ln.practice

this is accomplished in respect to both FPL 37 and 35 so that the deflection

of the aileron is superimposed on that of the elevator and, thus, similar

surfaces for steering are used.

The ailerons operate primarily so that a rolling moment is produced

which varies in proportion to the magnitude of the deflection. The efficiency

is usually e_pressed by the symbol ,Cl8a, which is a measure, describing the

variation of the rolling moment in relation to the deflection of the aileron.
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Fig. 107. Rolling moment due to deflection of the aileron.
Key: 1. Definition of a positive deflection of the aileron.

2. Gradient of the graph.
3. = angle of the aileron.

J -".skevroder.

Just like the effect of the elevator the effect of the aileron , i.e.,

C16a, varies only insignificantly in relation to the angle of attack. As far

as FPL 37 is concerned, it is satisfactory up to very wide angles of attack.

At a high value of elevator deflection, a reduced aileron effect can be

achieved already by minor deflections of the latter while saturating the

effect of the stabilizer. This is, however, of little practical importance.

1

=2 ,cc'ollrno_,e_,tet.s beroe.de =v shed- -S"

4"o,,,,_,',-,=t;on hoz £p/ 37. d

+_d

O"
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Fig. 108. Key: see. p. 129.
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Key to Fig. I08:

1. a) Dependency of the rolling moment of FPL 37 on a cqmbinatlon of

oblique air flow and deflection of the aileron.

2. _ = 16°, trimmed aircraft, landing configuration.

3. angle of oblique air flow.

4. angle of aileron, 6a.

5. b) Effect of elevator deflection and angle of attack on the

efficiency of the aileron of FPL 37.

6. Rolling moment due to aileron deflection, per radian, low speed.

7. Elevator at 0° .

8. Maximum deflection downward of elevator (6e = + 20°).

9. Naximnm deflection upward of elevator (6e = - 25°).

i0. Angle of attack.

The position of the tail fin Dn delta-wlnged aircrafts like FPL 35 and 37

constitutes a ccmplication. In part, this results in a scmewhat less satis-

factory C16 due to interference, in part in a considerable yawing moment.
a

The interference phenomenon is evident frc_ Fig. 109.

___ 1. CIn-dertrycl<et_--vingentill f61jdav,kewoderutslag

+

sprids till kroDp och fena och ger ett mot skevroder-

J utsloget .motriktat rollmoment saint ett girmoment
lore tenaerar al_ fbra noien At det hSII man $v_nger

......... rja r rolla (SkelVrOdlsr_s ! .....

/ I I_ 2 ......
4- _ Skewodret utfillt

-- vinkeln _ a
Motst&ndsskillnader I_ vinge
reed upp - resp nerg_ende ro-
der ger ocksJ ett girmoment

Fig. 109. Effects

Key: I.

e

3.

of interference during deflection of the aileron.

The low pressure above the wing due to deflection of the
aileron spreads out over the fuselage and the tail fin,

producing a rolling moment, directed opposite to that of
the aileron deflection, as well as a yawing moment, which

tends to push the bow into the direction banked (inward -
downward) when the air,raft starts to roll ("aileron gas").

Aileron deflected at the angle 6a.
The difference in drag on the wing in relation to a flap

deflected upward or downward will also produce a yawing

moment.
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The yawing momentdeveloped attempts to direct the bow into the direction

banked ("aileron gas"). This is a tendency opposite to that of a conventional

aircraft with a large aspect ratio, where the contribution of the yawing

momentdue to deflection of the aileron is to a large extent produced by the

increase in the contribution from the drag whenthe aileron is lowered on

the lifting wing ("aileron brake"). In the case of FPL 37, there is also

a less dcmlnant cc_tributlon from the drag to the yawing moment, induced by

the ailer_u. This explains the cbmracteristlcs of the yawlug momentof FPL 37

during deflection of its aileron.

c.

0

IO lO" 1S"

Fig. llO. Key: 1. a) Yawing moment due to deflection of the aileron, depending

en the angles of attack and elevator; (FPL 37).
2. (per radlan, low speed)

3. "Aileron gas".
4. "Aileron brake".

5. b) Yawing moment due to deflection of the aileron in ccmbi-

nation with an oblique air flow.

The interference acting on the side of the fuselage and the tail fin as a

consequence of the deflection of the aileron creates a component force as well,

but this is in practise of minor inportance.

5.12 D_mmlc Roll Resistance - Roll Damping

When an aircraft spins, a resistance to the rolling moment develops due to

the increasing angle of attack of the wing lowered and the decreeslng angle of

attack of the wing raised. The difference in lift gives rise to a rolling nxm_nt
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wD_ich usually tends to counteract the rol_ing movement. As a measure of this

counteraction, the term roll damping or C1 is used, where p means the

angular speed of the rolling moment). P

The correlation between roll damping and aileron effect determines how

fast an airplane can roll and this is important for judging the value of

the plane during combat.

When rollin_, a yawing moment similar to that due to aileron deflection

develops. _he wing directed downward will have an increased angle of attack

and the suction force on its topside will grow stronger. A corresponding

suction force can be felt on the tail fin and it counteracts almost completely

its own contribution. _he gradient of the Cn(P) graph, written as % , can

be used as a measure of the yawing moment due to banking.

3

and % of FPL 37 are illustrated in Fig. iIi.

Gi_'momen_ pg,_ roll

Cn p

)" 20" +;o" _o" Oc

G.O

7

8 p _, d:,.e-s;,._.

e('.'_)" b
------------ , p

Fig. III. Roll damping and yawing moment induced by banking of FPL 37 as a

consequence of the angle of attack.

Key: I. Roll damping.
2. Not damped.

3. Damped.

4. Angle of attack,

5. Vortex flow starting at the leading edge.

6. CI_ ir reduced in relation to increasing angles of attack
as a consequence of separation at the wing tip.

7. Yawing moment due to banking.

8. p is non-dir_nsional through . p(actual) - b
2V "P"
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Whenbanking, the vortex system of the wing directed downwardbecomes

relatively stronger in relation to that of the canard. Thus, its effect,

forcing the vortices generated by the canard downward, is reinforced on

that side, while the opposite takes place on the wing, pointing upward.

Figure 112 illustrates how this phenomenonaffects the roll damping and

the yawing due to banking.

,_" ,_ ,6o'_ -._=,.. _?. _" _o" 6o'_1- _- i • _ ,_?.'"'_,.,_/ ' _-a

.
-o_ I," _ " -_" /_ 3

-o3-( ,,,,_,,,,,,_ _ -oJ. 2 ,,,,,,,,,, .,i ,.,._,.,,,,_,,,.,,y,,3
I . ' , _e_z't'_ '';''ndc . "_/_"_

Fig. ll2. Effect of the canard on the rolling and yawing moments

induced due to rolling.

Key: I. Angle of attack.
2. Canard present.

3. Canard not present.

4. The downward-dlrected half of the wing produces

more powerful vortices.

5. Separation at the tip starts relatively soon.
6. The vortex of the canard tends to "elevate"

the vortex of the wing.

7. _he vortices of the canard pass the tail fin at
various elevations and reinforce the effect of

the wlng/tail fin interference.

The detachment from the wing tip starts at a narrower angle of attack

on aircrafts with a canard since the vortex of the wing is simultaneously

elevated by that of the canard. At narrow angles of attack the contribu-

tion of the canard to the roll damping is increased because the canard pro-

duces an up-sweep acorss the outer portion of the wing.
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Fig. 113. Distribution of load when banking: effect of the canard.

Key: I. Distribution of load at constant angle of attack.

_. Canard present (not present)

3. Wing half pointing upward.
4. " " " downward.

5. Distribution of the load at a local angle of attack

' increasing llnearily toward the tip (a roll).

6. o Total distribution of load during a rolling maneuverv
the sum of the _Listributic_ of the load due to the

angle of attack + the rolling moment.
7. Vortex of the canard.

8. Up-sweep = increased load.

9. _own-sweep = decreased load.

lO. When banking the effect of the up-sweep area dominates.

The reverse is valid for the opposite (upward-pointing) half of the wing.

This phenomenon is responsible for the fact that the capacity for maneuvering

when __ at large angles of attack, e.g., when landing, is considerably

improved in relation to an ordinary delta-winged aircraft. The dependency

of the % on the angle of attack is great due to the fact that the vortices,

generated by the canard, are kept low Just as is evident from Fig. 108.

Figure ll4 illustrates the Clp and the % of FPL 37 in comparison with

those of some other aircrafts.

According to the data available, the roll damping and the _ of a con-

ventic_al swept-back aircraft varies in general less in relation to the

an_le of attack than they do in the case of a delta-winged aircraft. It is

evident frsm Fig. i14 that FPL 37 behaves largely llke an aircraft with a

60° delta wing.
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Fig. 114. Rolling and _±,_--_nrents ..,_u_=__-_...._ _.,_jrolling; c__an _eh
other aircrafts.

Key: I. Angle of attack, a.

The _ of most aircrafts is small. FPL 37 holds a special position

because of its large % at wide angles of attack.

During a yawing mc_nent and additional type of contribution to the rolling

moment develops, because the wing meets with a curving field of air flow; cf.

Fig. ll5.
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Fig. 115. Rolling moment due to yawing mcment ; FPL 37.
Key: I. a) Comparison with other aircrafts. 2)Partial contributions.

3. FPL 37, low speed. _. Contribution to Clr of the canard. 5.

Contribution to the Clr of the tail fin.
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In the case of FPL 37 the rolling moment due to yawing (Clr - Old) is

small at narrow angles of attack but grows quickly larger at increasing

angles of attack. The main contribution to Clr comes from the wing. The

characteristics in relation to varying angles of attack can take different

form in respect to different aircrafts and depends on the difference between

the characteristics of the normal force of the aircraft (CNca]) and that of

the angle of attack in relation to the gradient of the graph illustrating

the normal force, ONa. This can lead to that Clr at wide angles of attack

can vary within wide limits from being negative like in the case of FPL

35 or the F 8 or being strDngly positive like in the case of the Mirage III.

Other contributions to Clr (that of the tail IN_u itself and those of the

interferences between the wing and the tail fin, the tall fin and the wing

as well as the canard and the tail fin) cannot be ignored at narrow angles

of attack. It results also in great differences between the various kinds

of aircrafts. Just like in respect to CI_ factors such as the vertical

position of the wings and their sweep-back angle are effective.

The other contribution (i.e., the time lag contribution)= Cl_ can be

ignored in respect to FPL 37 at narrow angles of attack. It tends to inter-

act with Clr at wide angles of attack. Figure ll5 illustrates both what

Clr and CI_ appear llke at various angles of attack in respect to FPL 37

as well as a comparison between Clr of FPL 37 and that of other current

aircrafts.

In general it is valid for the derivatives of the yawing/rolling

moments and other so-called "cross-over derivatives" that they are difficult

to determine dlrect]y by testing or calculating and, thus, they are compara-

tively unreliable.
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